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130 Forest Acquisition. Timber Harvesting Practices. Bond Act. Initiative Statute 
Official Title and Summary: 
FOREST ACQUISITIO!\. TIMBER HARVESTI~G PRACTICES. 
BO!,\D ACT. I:\,ITIATIVE STATUTE. 
• Authorizes lO-year state acquisition program, limited logging moratorium, to permit public acquisition of 
designated ancient forests providing wildlife habitat. 
• Requires wildlife surveys, mitigation measures. Limits logging sites, including those near waterways. 
• Requires state-funded compensation, retraining program for loggers displaced by new regulations, 
acquisi tions. 
• Authorizes general obligation bond issue of $742.000,000 to fund acquisition, other provisions. 
• Limits timber cutting practices, burning of forest residues, on California timberlands. 
• Mandates sustained vield standards. 
• Imposes new timbe; harvesting permit fees . 
.. • Revises Board of Forestry membership. 
• Discourages foreign export of forest products. Imposes penalties for violations. 
- ;, Summary of Legislative Analyst's 
1; 
;1 
" .~ 
Estimate of Net State and Local Government Fiscal Impact: 
• If all authorized bonds are sold at 7.5 percent interest and paid over the typical 20-year period, General 
Fund will incur approximately $1.3 billion in costs to payoff bond principal ($742 million) and interest 
($585 million) . 
• Estimated average annual cost of bond principal and interest is 855 million. 
• State administrative costs of up to $10 million annually for state forestry review and enforcement 
programs, fully offset by revenues from timber harvesting fees. 
• Such fees would also offset current state logging-related regulatory costs, thus resulting in state savings of 
about $6.4 million annually. 
• Unknown effect on revenues from other state taxes, possible decreased revenue to local governments to 
extent lands acquired under measure would no longer be assessed property taxes. 
Analysis by the Legislative Analyst 
Background 
California contains about 19 million acres of forestland that 
can support logging operations. Of this total: 
• Two million acres are in parks, wilderness areas, or other 
areas where logging is prohibited. 
• Nine million acres are owned by the federal government 
where logging is regulated by the United States Forest 
Service 
• Eight million acres are owned either by private 
individuals or by the state. Logging activities on these 
timberlands are regulated by the California Department 
of Forestry and Fire Protection (CDFFP) according to 
rules adopted by the Board of Forestry (BOF). The 
regulations cover several aspects of logging operations. 
Harvesting Plan Review. Logging on nonfederal lands is 
prohibited unless it complies with a timber harvesting plan 
(THP) prepared by a registered professional forester and 
approved by the director of the CDFFP. The THP must 
provide various information, including the amount of timber 
to be cut, the cutting method, erosion control measures, and 
special provisions to protect unique areas or wildlife that exist 
within the harvest area. The THP is valid for three vears. and 
a separate THP must be approved for each specific piece of 
property that the timberland owner intends to log. The 
CDFFP has a total of 25 days to review the plan and to 
consider information provided by other agencies and the 
public. 
Cutting Methods. Loggers are allowed to use different 
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methods to harvest timber. Among others, these methods 
include clearcutting, which involves cutting all the trees on a 
site at one time, and the selection method, which involves 
periodically cutting selected trees on a site. Regardless of 
which method is used, the timberland owner must ensure 
that a specified minimum number of trees are growing on 
the land within five years after the logging operations. 
Sales of State-Owned Timber. The state owns seven forest 
areas consisting of about 72,000 acres on which logging is 
allowed. Existing law prohibits the sale of logs from these 
forests to anyone who intends to process them at a mill 
outside the United States, unless the logs are first sawn into 
planks at a mill in the United States. 
Proposal 
In summary, this measure: 
• Imposes' new restrictions on logging operations on 
nonfederal'lands. 
• Imposes new restrictions on the sale of state-owned 
timber and state purchases of timber products. 
• Authorizes the sale of $742 million in general obligation 
bonds to acquire old-growth forestlands, and f~ - . 
compensation and retraining of timber employees. a. i 
• Establishes new fees to cover the state's costs ot. ! 
regulating logging. 
• Revises the membership of the BOF. 
• Contains language stating how conflicts between it and 
two other measures on this ballot are to be resolved. 
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Restrictions on Logging 
This measure imposes several new restrictions on logging 
'lctivities on nonfederal lands. Among other things, these i (tf' ,trictions: 
• Prohibit clearcutting with limited exceptions. 
• Prohibit anvone who owns more than 5.000 acres of 
timberland from cutting, during a 1O-year period, more 
timber than would be replenished on their Lmd during 
that period. 
• Require the Department of Fish and Game (DFG) to 
determine if the area in which logging is proposed is 
within an old-growth forest or includes habitat that 
would be sensitive to logging operations. If the area is 
within an old-growth forest, the measure requires the 
DFG to refer the proposal to the Wildlife Conservation 
Board (WCB) so it may consider acquiring the forest. 
The measure also allows the DFG to recommend 
alternatives that would prevent or reduce possible harm 
to wildlife caused by the proposed logging operations. 
Restndions on Sale and Purchase of Timber 
This measure prohibits the state from selling timber from 
state-owned forests to any person who exports or processes in 
a foreign mill any logs harvested from private lands within 
California. In addition, the measure prohibits the state from 
purchasing lumber or other forest products from persons who 
obtain logs from companies that process logs in, or export logs 
to foreign mills. 
General Obligation Bonds 
This measure authorizes the state to sell 8742 million in 
general obligation bonds to (1) acquire and preserve 
old-growth forests (at least $710 million) and (2) create a 
fund of up to $32 million to compensate or retrain timber 
'.. 'uStry employees whose pay is reduced, or job is lost, as a 
.... ult of the state acquiring and preserving forestlands. The 
state is obligated to pay the principal and interest costs on 
general obligation bonds. General Fund revenues would be 
used to pay these costs. These revenues come primarily from 
the state personal income and corporate taxes and the state 
sales tax. 
Forestland Acquisitions. The measure requires the WCB 
to use at least $710 million of the bond money to acquire 
old-growth forests consisting of (1) about 3,000 acres of 
old-growth redwoods in Humboldt County called the 
"Headwaters Forest" and (2) unspecified stands of virgin 
redwoods and other old-growth trees throughout the state. 
The WCB would purchase private timberlands using several 
criteria, including the size of the forest, the value of the 
property as wildlife habitat, and the extent of roadless areas 
within the forest. These forests would be managed as state 
parks, preserves, or \\ilderness areas. The measure allows the 
bond proceeds to be used to pay for all WCB and DFG costs 
related to the acquisitions program, including administrative 
costs. 
Timber Industry Employee Compensation Program. This 
measure requires the Legislature to establish a program to 
provide compensation, job retraining, and job placement to 
timber industry employees whose pay is reduced, or job is 
lost, due to the forestland acquisitions funded by the 
measure. The measure limits compensation, when combined 
with earned wages and unemployment benefits, to no more 
than the person's actual pay during the previous year. The 
measure requires the Employment Development 
P·''1artment to administer this program and allows up to 832 
_ on in bond funds to be used for this purpose .. \ny money 
~nQ( used for the compensation program would revert to the 
bond fund at the end of five years to be used for old-growth 
forest acquisitions. 
.Veu· Fees and Enforcement Action 
This measure requires the state to establish and implement 
a system of fees to be paid by persons submitting THPs that 
cover all governmental costs (both state and local) associated 
with reviewing- forestry plans, conducting related field 
inspections, and enforCing the provisions of the measure. The 
measure also imposes new civil penalties and increases 
existing fines for violating logging regulations. In addition, 
the measure allows state or local governments, or any person 
acting in the public interest, to sue any person who violates 
these regulations. 
State Board of Forestry 
This measure revises the qualifications for appointment to 
the BOF and provides for the appointment of four of the nine 
members bv the Lieutenant Governor instead of the 
Governor. . 
Conflicts With Other Measures on This Ballot 
This measure contains language that states how conflicts 
between this measure and other measures on this ballot are 
to be resolved. 
Specifically, the measure provides that if both this measure 
and Proposition 128 (The -Environmental Protection Act of 
1990) are passed by the voters, the Environmental Advocate 
provided for by Proposition 128 would appoint four members 
to the BOF instead of the Lieutenant Governor. 
In addition, the measure provides that if both it and 
Proposition 138 (Global Warming and Clearcutting 
Reduction, Wildlife Protection and Reforestation Act of 1990) 
are passed by the voters and this measure receives more 
votes, it would invalidate all provisions of Proposition 138. 
The legal effect of this language is uncertain. This is because 
the State Constitution provides that only the conflicting 
provisions of the measure that receives the greater vote 
prevails. 
Fiscal Effect 
General Obligation Bonds. For these types of bonds, the 
state typically would make principal and interest payments 
from the state's General Fund over a period of about 20 
vears. If all of the bonds authorized bv this measure are sold 
at an interest rate of 7.5 percent, the cost would be about $1.3 
billion to payoff the principal ($742 million) and interest 
($585 million). The average payment would be about $55 
million per year. 
Administrative Costs and Fee Revenue. Costs to 
administer the bond program would be paid from bond 
proceeds. The measure also would result in administrative 
costs of up to $10 million annually for state agencies to 
conduct new review and enforcement activities. These costs 
would be fully offset by revenue from the new fees paid by 
persons submitting THPs. In addition, these new fees would 
offset entirely the cost of administering existing logging 
regulations, thereby resulting in state savings of about $6.4 
million annuallv. 
Potential Effect on Revenues. This measure could 
increase or decrease the revenue that the state receives from 
various taxes, depending on the effect of the measure on the 
net value of harvested timber. In addition. the measure could 
result in decreased revenue to local governments to the 
extent that lands acquired under the measure no longer 
would be assessed property taxes. 
For text of Proposition 130 see page 94 
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130 Forest Acquisition. Timber Harvesting Practices. Bond Act. Initiative Statute 
Argument in Favor of Proposition 130 
California's A;\CIE:\'T REDWOOD FORESTS. with giant trees 
more than 2000 vears old. ARE BEE'\G DESTROYED e\'en 'faster than 
the tropical rainforests of the Amazon. 
:-\0 law exists todav to STOP THE CLEARCCTTI:\'G of these 
magnificent forests, Proposition 130 creates the law that will. 
Once. more than 2 million acres of VIRGI:\, REDWOOD forests 
stood as PROUD SHfBOLS OF OUR GOLDE!\" STATE, :\'ow a mere 
5% remain, 
The devastation of our forests by the timber companies threatens not 
onl\- the big trees themselves. but also the endangered wildlife. fish and 
people which depend upon them for survival. ' 
PEOPLE :\,EED A~CIE:\,T FORESTS. Preserving these forests 
prevents flooding, protects our salmon and trout populations. and 
increases opportunities for family recreation, 
These wondrous forests are filled with awe-inspiring ancient giant 
redwoods. and a spectacular variety of other plant and animal life, 
PROPOSITIOl\ 130 PROHIBITS CLEARCCTTING-where the 
timber companies strip the forest of all its trees and then burn it. 
leaving California mountains raw to the elements. causing massive 
erosion and landslides, devastating fish and wildlife, and making tree 
regeneration difficult. 
supply. Bv restricting the export of logs to foreign timber mills. 
Proposition 130 HELPS KEEP JOBS HERE AT HOME, 
Proposition 130 REFORMS THE STATE BOARD OF FORESTRY. 
making it free of industry domination. The new Board will be balanced 
and independent. with strong protections against conflicts of interest. 
to preserve our forests and serve the public interest. 
Proposition 130 DOES NOT REQUIRE A TAX INCREASE. 
Proposition 130 was WRITTEN BY FORESTRY EXPERTS and 
knowledgeable environmentalists. That is why it is supported by more 
than 100 environmental and civic organizations including 
AUDUBO:\, SOCIETI CHAPTERS 
SIERRA CLUB 
:'\ATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL 
PLANI\I:-\G AND CONSERVATION LEAGUE 
DEFE:'\DERS OF WILDLIFE 
CALIFOR'\IA LEAGUE OF CONSERVATION VOTERS 
It is opposed by the big timber companies. 
Even more outrageous. the timber industry has placed another forest 
initiative on the ballot, written specifically to defeat Proposition 130. If 
their measure passes. Proposition 130 loses. 
The timber industry says we can't afford to protect our ancient 
forests. 
We can't afford not to. 
Proposition 130 authorizes the sale of bonds to purchase and 
PRESER\'E Al\CIE!\"T REDWOOD A!\"D OTHER FORESTS 
throughout :\'orthern and Southern California for use and enjoyment 
by the public. 
Proposition 130 also creates a simple requirement for all those who 
seek to cut down our forests; thev mav cut down no more than the\" 
grow. This means we will have A 'WOOD SUPPLY FOR THE 
FORESEEABLE FUTURE, and that our state will not be stripped of its 
forests. 
If vou want to SAVE CALIFORNIA'S ANCIENT FORESTS and 
STOP THE CHAINSA W DESTRUCTION of the oldest and largest 
living trees on earth, you must vote no on 138 and YES on Propor> "Ai 
130. . • 
Timber companies are cutting down the forests much faster than 
they can grow back. By requiring sustainable forestry. Proposition 130 
will help PREVEl\T THE GREENHOUSE EFFECT OF GLOBAL 
WARMING by preserving big trees which absorb carbon dioxide and 
produce oxygen. 
Proposition 130 provides jobs by guaranteeing a lasting timber 
DR. RUPERT CUTLER 
President, Defenders of Wildlife 
MICHAEL L. FISCHER 
Executive Director, Sierra Club 
DAVID PESONEN 
Former Director, California Department of Forestry 
Rebuttal to Argument in Favor of Proposition 130 
The proponents of Proposition 130 promise the measure will 
"prOvide jobs by guaranteeing a lasting timber supply." 
NOTHING COULD BE FURTHER FROM THE TRUTH! 
Unfortunatelv, PROPOSITION 130 GUARANTEES JUST THE 
OPPOSITE. . 
Economic estimates show that Proposition 130 WOULD PUT TENS 
OF THOUSA!\"DS OF CALIFORNIANS OUT OF WORK. It would 
create a tremendous hardship for timber workers and their families and 
untold numbers of Californians whose jobs are indirectly dependent on 
the forest products industry. 
The extremists backing Proposition 130 claim the measure would 
take care of these displaced workers, but the fine print tells another 
storY. 
Perhaps the investment banker financing the campaign can afford to 
take a gamble on Proposition 130. but some of us work for a living! 
VOTE NO ON PROPOSITIO:'\ 130! 
JOHN F. HENNING 
Executive Secretary-Treasurer 
California Labor Federation. AFL-CIO 
There's no question: Proposition 130 "sounds" great. Everyone wants 
to protect California's ancient redwoods. 
But that's NOT what Proposition 130 is about! 
It's about throwing the lessons of more than a century of forestry 
experience out the window. 
It's about REPLACING the CRITICAL ROLE LICENSED 
PROFESSIONAL FORESTERS and WILDLIFE BIOLOGISTS pia' 
with a COSTLY BUREAUCRACY. LETTING SACRAME!\TG 
POLITICIANS make decisions on technical forestrv issues on which 
they are not properly trained. . 
It's about TAXPAYERS FOOTING THE BILL FOR THE LEGAL 
FEES OF RADICAL ENVIRONMENTAL GROUPS in lawsuits. 
Proposition 130 is SUPPORTED BY PERSONS ASSOCIATED WITH 
THE RADIC:\L ENVIRONMENTAL GROUP EARTH FIRST! and 
FINANCED BY A WEALTHY INVESTMENT BANKER. 
Protecting our forests is an important endeavor, but PROPOSITIO:\ 
130 IS BAD \'EWS! 
VOTE NO ON PROPOSITIOt\ 130! 
SUE GRANGER-DICKSON 
Wildlife Biologist 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Argument Against Proposition 130 
There is no question that California's precious forests must be 
protected. ~o one is arguing otherwise. 
But Proposition 130 is simply TOO RADIC.-\L an approach, 
If Proposition 130 passes, it will: 
• Reduce timber harvesting by an unprecedented 70"'0. PLTTL\G 
\fORE THA-"i 100,000 CALIFORMA:\S OUT OF WORK. 
• Give financial incentives for special interest groups to file lawsuits 
against the government. resulting in THOUSA\DS of L-\ WSUITS 
.-\GAI\ST the State of CALIFOR\I.-\ with T.HP.-\ YERS 
FOOTL\G the LAWYER FEES. 
• POLITICIZE the TI\fBER HARVEST APPROVAL PROCESS and 
establish a costlv new BUREAUCRACY. 
• Replace the critical role licensed professional foresters and 
biologists play with Sacramento bureaucrats and political 
appointees who have little knowledge of forestry practices. 
• Result in the hazardous build·up of forest debris. which leads to 
catastrophic fires such as the ones that recentlv ravaged 
Yellowstone Park and Southern California. 
• Significantly I\CREASE COr-;SU~tER PRICES for new homes, 
timber and paper products. 
• COST TAXP.-\YERS BILLIONS, according to the independent 
Legislative .-\nalyst. 
\fot surprisingly, Proposition 130 is SUPPORTED bv persons 
associated with the RADICAL E\VIRO\\fE:\T.-\L GROUP EARTH 
FIRST!, notorious for driving spikes into trees, vandalizing logging 
equipment and harassing timber workers and their families. 
-nd their antics don't stop there. On the national tele\'ision program 
,:A \1inutes", Earth First! leader. Darryl Cherne\', advocated 
\9 terminally ill people should strap bombs to themselves and blow up 
dams. power plants and other structures they believe harm the 
environment. In fact. several members are currently under 
investigation for blowing up a power plant and under federal 
indictment for conspiring to sabotage power lines. 
We must take steps to protect our forests. but not the drastic steps 
proposed in Proposition 130. 
There is a rational alternative to Proposition 130 on the ballot. It 
appears on vour ballot as Proposition 138. the "Global Warming and 
Clear Cutting Reduction, Wildlife Protection & Reforestation .-\ct of 
1990". -
Proposition 138 represents a far more reasonable approach to the 
protection of our forests. Furthermore, it is more comprehensive. 
Proposition 138 pro\'ldes for the protection and enhancement of 
wildlife and the planting of trees in urban areas. 
Specifically, Proposition 138 will: 
• Ban clearcutting of old growth redwood and other old growth 
forests. 
• Require timber harvesters reduce c1earcutting in all other forests 
bv 50% over the next five vears. 
• p'rovide for a $300 million 'bond to plant millions of trees in cities 
and other areas throughout California to help reduce global 
warming. 
• Require timber companies to prepare long term management 
plans that would protect wildlife and ensure more trees are 
planted than cut. 
• Keep harvesting practices in the hands of licensed professional 
foresters and biologists and away from Sacramento politicians and 
bureaucrats. 
• Request Congress to ban the exporting of logs. 
Only Proposition 138 strikes an important balance between 
environmental. economic and human concerns. 
PROPOSITIO:--i 130 is simply TOO RADICAL an approach that 
would COST T.-\XP.-\YERS BILLIO\S. 
VOTE :\0 on PROPOSITIO\ 130 and YES on PROPOSITIO\ 138. 
GERALD L. P.-\RT.-UN 
Former Director. California Department of Forestry 
and Fire Protection 
PHILLIP G. LOWELL 
Executive Director. Redwood Region Conservation Council 
SCOTT WALL 
President. California Licensed Foresters Association 
Rebuttal to Argument Against Proposition 130 
The big timber companies are desperate. 
They are trying to convince you that a measure SCPPORTED BY 
~[AJOR E\VIRON~[E:"-iTAL ORGA:-.iIZATIONS in California. as well 
as former TOP DEPART\;lENT A-"iD BO.-\.RD OF FORESTY 
OFFICIALS. has somehow been secretly designed bv radicals! 
Let's get one thing straight: Proposition 130 is written and supported 
by responsible, mainstream environmental organizations representing 
\lILLIONS OF CALIFORNIANS. It will STOP THE BIG TI~lBER 
CO\fP.'\~IES from destroying our forests and will PROTECT 
FOREVER OUR \;lAGMFICE:"-iT .-\\CIE;'\IT REDWOODS. 
There is nothing radical about trying to PRESERVE JOBS bv making 
sure there will be working forests twenty years from now. There is 
nothing shocking about wanting our children to inherit a state as 
golden as the one we have enjoved. 
- Those who want to know more about the timber companies' greed\' 
and destructive practices should read the \ovember 1989 Reader's 
Digest article entitled "California s ChaiTlsau: Jfassacre . .. 
Proposition 130 provides funds to PURCHASE RE\l:\I\I\G OLD 
GROWTH REDWOOD and other forests and open them for PUBLIC 
E:\JOY\;lE\T .-\\D WILDLIFE PRESERV.-\TIO:'\. Proposition 138 
does not. 
Your votes on Propositions 130 and 1.38 depend upon WHO YOe 
TRUST: the timber corporatioTls who have stripped our mountainsides 
raw or the E\VIRO:\\IE:\TAL GROUPS with long records of working 
to SAVE C.-\LIFOR\L-\'S U\IQCE \A. ITR.-\L HERIT.-\GE. 
California environmental groups say L'Ote rIO orl the timber industry s 
PropositioTl 138 and 
VOTE YES 0;\1 PROPOSITIO"i 130. 
ROBERT V.-\~ ~fETER 
President. Los A.ngele.~ Audubon Society 
JENi'iIFER JE~NINGS 
Forest Project Director, Planni,ll{ and Conservation 
Leal!ue 
JEFF DuBO:\IS 
ExecutiL'e Director •. 4ssociation of Forest Service 
Employees for ElIL'ironmental Ethics 
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. SECTIO~ 62. Section 24685 is added to the Revenue and Taxation Code. to 
read: 
24685. (01 111 the case of any taxpayer who elected to have former Section 
24685 appl" to its lost income lIear beginning pnor to january 1. 1991. and IL'ho is 
reqUITed to chan{fe Its method of accountl1U! by reason of the amendments made 
b" the act adding this sectIOn. each of the foilolL'inl! sholl apply: 
(1) The chanl!l' shall be treated as initiated by the taxpayer. 
(2) The chanl!e shail be treated as having becn mode with the consent of the 
fu~~fuh~~ . 
(3) The I/I't amOUllt of adjustments required b" ArtICle 6 (commenc11lg IL'iih 
SectIOn 24~2j) t(l be token into account by the taxpayer: 
(04) Shall be reduced b" the balance in the suspense account under 
subdivision IC.I of former Section 24685 as of the close of the lost income year 
beginninl! before january 1. 1991. and 
18, Shall he taken illto account over thr: tU'1! illcome year period be{fmlling 
wIth the illcome !Jear foliowmg that last income year, as follows: 
The percelltage to be 
In the case of the: taken into account is: 
1st lear 50 
211d }ear 50 
(bl NotlL'ithstandinl! subparal!raph (8/ of paragraph (3) of subdivision 10). 
1/ the period during which the adjustments are required to be taken into account 
under Article 6 (commencing with Section 24271) is less than two years. those 
adjustments shall be taken into account ratably over the shorter period. 
SECfIO:\ 63. Section 24692 of the Revenue and Taxation Code is amended to 
read: 
24692. (a' The treatment of passive activity losses and credits shall be 
determined in accordance with Section 469 of the Internal Revenue Code. except 
as otherwise provided. 
(b) For purposes of this part. the provisions of Section 4691d) (2) of the 
Internal Revenue Code. relating to passive activity credits, are modified to refer 
to the follOwing credits: 
i 1 ) The credit for research expenses allowed by Section 23609. 
(2) The credit for clinical testing expenses allowed by Section 23609.5. 
(31 The credit for low-income housing allowed by Section 23610.5. 
(41 The credit for certain wages paid (targeted jobs) allowed by Section I!4d3G 
23621. 
lei For purposes or appiying the provisions of SectIOn 4691il of the Internal 
Revenue Code. relating to the twentv-five thousand dollars t S25.(00) offset for 
rental real estate actI\'itIes. the dollar limitation for the credit allowed under 
Section 23610.5 I relating to low-income housing i shall be eoual to seventy-five 
thousand dollars (Si5.0001 in heu of the amount~specifled in Section 469(il 121 of 
the Internal Revenue Code. 
t d I Section 502 of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (Public Law 99-5141 shall apply . 
ie l For income years beginning on or after January 1. 198i, the Pro\,ISions~ 
SectIOn 10212 of Public Law l00~203. relating to treatment of ublich' trad 
partnerships under Section 469 of the Internal Re\'enue Code. sha)1 be apphcabl . 
(f) The amendments to SectioTl 469(1.) of the Internal Revenue Code made b!J 
Section 2W4 of Public LolL' J(KI-64i. relatinl! to separate application of'section ill 
case of publicly traded partnerships. sholl apply to income !Jears bel(i~111illl? 011 or 
after january 1. 1991. 
SECfIOl\' 64. Section 24990.5 of the Revenue and Taxation Code is amended 
to read: 
24990.5. I a) Section 1201 of the Internal Revenue Code, relating to 
alternative tax for corporations. shall not be applicable. ~ 
~ Tfte !lP8, isiSft9 ef ~ -teH ef ~ ~~ befte.: relMiftg ~ 
lifl'lit8:tislI eft ~ ~ ~ f!&t ~ 8:'4!:f8:Ble. . 
~ Tfte !lP8,'SI8f1S 8t -H!-H! ef ~ ~ befte.: ~ ~ 
~ less f8:P" aHells IIfIit elt") 8, fPS. ~ !let ~ 8:'1lifsBle. -
(hi The prov/siollS of Sectioll 1212 of the Interna Revenue Cude. relatll/(!' to 
capitol loss carrybacks alld carryovers. sholl be modified as follows: 
(j) Section 1212(a) (J) (A) of the Internal Revenue Code. relatinl( to capital 
loss carrybacks. shall not apply. -
121 Sectiotl /2/2(0)(31 of the lrlternal Revenue Code. relatilll( to speczai rules 
Oil carrybacks. shall not apply. -
(3) Sections 1212(b) and 1212(c) of the Internal Revenue Code. relating to 
taxpayers other than a corporation. sholl not apply. 
SECfIOl\ 65. unless otherwise specifically provided, this act shall be applied 
in the computation of taxes for taxable or income years beginning on or after 
January 1, 1991. 
TITLE VI. 
G&~ERAL PROVISIONS 
SECfION 66. If any pro\ision of this measure or the application thereof to 
any person or circumstances is held invalid. that invalidity shall not affect other 
provisions or applications of the measure which can be given effect ",ithout the 
invalid provision or application. and to this end the prOvisions of this measure are 
severable. 
SECTIO!" 01. The statutory provisions contained in this measure may not be 
amended by the Legislature except as follows: 
(al Sections 4 and 38 through 65 may be amended by statute passed in each 
house, a majority of the membership concurring, or by a statute that becomes 
effective onlv when approved by the electors. 
(b) All other statutory provisions contained in this measure may be amend.J.. b~' statute passed in each house by rollcall vote entered in the journal, two-thirds~ 
of the membership concurring, or by a statute that becomes effective only when 
approved by the electors. 
Proposition 130: Text of Proposed Law 
This initiative measure is submitted to the people in accordance with the (e) Existing laws have foiled to prevent widespread logging abuses on private 
provisions of Article II, Section 8 of the Constitution. lands. including destruction of ancient forests. degradation if water quality and 
This initiative measure adds a section to the Government Code, adds a section wildlife habitat. alld high levels of soil erosion. A new approach to forestry 
to the Public Contract Code, and amends. repeals, and adds sections to the Public practices is necessary to protect California s forests and to insure that the forest 
Resources Code: therefore. existing sections proposed to be deleted are printed in products industry is sustainable over the long term. 
~~ and new provisions proposed to be added are printed in italic type (f) In order to reduce soil erosion and degradation of water quality and fish 
to indicate that they are new. hahitat and to provide forest habitat for many Wildlife and plant species that 
PROPOSED LAW 
Section One. Title. This Initiative shall be known as the Forest and Wildlife 
Protection and Bond Act of 1990. 
Section Two. Part 2.7, Chapter 1. commencing with Section 4800. is hereby 
added to Division 4 of the Public Resources Code, to read as follows: 
.4 rticle I General ProvisiollS 
Section 4800. This chapter shall be known as the Forest and Wildlife 
Protection and Bond Act of 1990. 
Section 4801. Findings and Declarations. The People hereby find and 
declare 01/ of the follOWing: 
(a) California s remaining ancient forests are a unique and irreplaceable 
natural resource and are valuable for biologica~ scientific, recreational, aesthetic. 
and other important reasons. Such forests provide clean water, clean air. and 
healthy watersheds, and help to reduce global warming. Forests and the wildlife 
that inhabit them also have inherent worth. 
( b) The vast majority of California s ancient forests have already been logged. 
and it can toke several hundred years or more for a logged forest to acquire 
ancient forest characteristics and to provide habitat for species which require 
such conditions. 
(c) Numerous species of animals and plants in California depend upon 
ancient forests for important habitat. and many of these species are in danger of 
extinction if logging of ancient forests continues. 
(d) Biological diversity is essential to the long-term health of ecosystems and 
is critical to a high quality environment for future Colifornions. Acquiring and 
protecting the remaining ancient forests and establishing sustainable practices in 
all forests will not only promote biological diversity, but will also set on 
important notional and international example of the steps necessary to prevent 
deforestation worldwide. 
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depend upon healthy riparian areas, it is necessary to restrict logging operatiollS 
near streams and lakes. • 
(g) Clearcutting and related logging methods have been severely abused on 
private lands and have caused accelerated soil erosion, declines in soil 
productivity, destruction of watersheds, reduction of biological diversity, and 
elimination of habitat for many species of wildlife. A shift to selection logging 
will greatly reduce these adverse impacts and will promote sustainable forestry 
practices throughout California. 
(h) The long term goal of insuring a sustained yield from California 
timberlands has been acknowledged by the Legislature to be an important 
principie to achieve. but little progress has been made in reaching this {foal. A 
new regulatory program is necessary in order to insure that private and state 
timberlands are not logged at higher than sustainable levels. 
(i) A shift to sustainable forestry practices will stabilize TUral economies, 
enhance investments in forest industries, guarantee future employment. and 
provide a long term competitive advantage for California forest products. 
Sustainable forestry practices will also prevent the rapid depletion afforest 
inventories that has resulted from finanetal speculation and corporate takeovers 
of timber companies. 
UJ It is the policy of the State of California to discourage to the greatest extent 
possible the practice of exporting to foreign notions whole logs and cants 
originating from California forests. Such exparts couse a major loss of Californio 
jobs. The People of California urge the Cangress of the United States to promptly&... ~ 
prohibit such exports. .., 
(k) It is necessary to refonn the compasition of the Boord of Forestry in order 
to insure that the Boord represents and has expertise in a brooder range of values 
that are affected by logging operatiollS, particularly environmental and Wildlife 
values. 
(I) Because the acquisition of ancient forests may result in the layoff or 
GOO 
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termination of some timber workers. it is desirable to create a program that 11;111 
compensate and retrain such employees. 
Section 4802. Purposes and Intent. It is the intent of the People of California 
that this Act be construed in light of the following primaT1j objectices: 
(al To acquire and protect the most important ancient forests remaining on 
pnvate lands and to provide habitat for Wildlife species that are dependent upon 
,uch forests: 
( ",(b) To improL'e logging practices throughout the state 0'1 protecting streams. 
~iting the use of ciearcutting, requiring sustaznable forestry practIces, 
reforming the Board of ForestT1j, and other means proclded in this Act.· 
tc) To retrain and otherwIse compensate timber workers /L·ho may be adcersel'l 
affected by this Act: 
(d) To provide the maximum protection to the natural environment within the 
reasonable scope of the statutoT1j language; and 
(e I To insure tliat decisions affecting forests and wildlife are based on the best 
available biolor<ical information. 
It is the further intent of the people of California that this Act shall be camed 
out in the most expeditious manner possible, and all state offiCials shall 
implement this Act to the fullest extent of their authority. 
A rticle II. Definitions 
Section 4803. For the purposes of this chapter and of the Z'berg-Nejedly 
Forest Practice Act of i973 the following terms shall be defined as follows: 
(a) ''Ancient forests" means: 
( i) forests tllat contain an average of at least six lice trees per acre greater 
than 200 years of age, which often contain a wide range of tree ages and sizes. 
large dead standing and fallen trees, and multi-layered canopies, and that are 
forty or more acres in size, either alone or in conjunction with any contil5uous 
stand, regardless of ownership; or 
(2) forests in which one or more dependent wildlife species are present and 
that are ten or more acres in size, either alone or in conjunction with any 
contiguous stand, regardless of ownership. 
For purposes of this definition, dependent bird species are "present" only in 
their home and wintenng territories, the northern goshawk is "present" only in 
its breeding territoT1j, and other species are "present" wherever they occur. 
(b) "Class I watercourse or lake" means a watercourse or lake which is a 
domestic water source, which is within three hundred feet upstream of such a 
source, or which prot 'ides habitat for fish. 
(c) "Class II watercourse or lake' means a watercourse or lake. ather than a 
Class I watercoun;e or lake: 
(i) Within one thousand feet upstream of a watercourse or lake which 
provides habitat for fISh, excluding direct tributaries to a Class I watercourse or 
lake which have no aquatic life present, or . 
(2) Which provides habitat for aquatic species other than fish. 
(d) "Clearcutting" means the timber harvest method in which sixty percent or 
.( ~oreofthe timber volume of an area greater than two and one-half (2%) acres in 
.." 'ze is logged at one time. This definition includes some harvest methods 
mmonly referred to as "seed tree" and "shelterwood removal" methods. 
(e) "Dependent wildlife species" are native species or subspecies of birds. 
mammals. reptiles. amphibians, insects or arthropods that find optimum habitat 
for at least part of their life cycle in forests with the structural characteristics 
described in Section 4803(a) (1), and whose population has declined or is 
declining in part or all of the state as the result of the logging of such forests. 
"Dependent wildlife species" include the fol/owing species or subspecies: Fisher: 
Red Tree Ilole. including any closely related taxon presently or subsequently 
segregated from this species; Northern Spotted Owl: California Spotted Ow/: 
Southern Spotted Ow/: Flammulated Ow/; Marbled Murrelet: Northern Goshawk: 
Olympic Salamander: Del Norte Salamander; Tailed Frog; Pine Marten: 
Wolverine; and any other species or subspecies subsequently added to this list 
pursuant to Section 4806.12(a). Dependent Wildlife species are not "game" within 
the meaning of the California Constitution. 
(f) "Emergency sanillJtion cutting" means logging of diseased or pest-infested 
timber necessary to control the spread of disease or insect pests to healthy trees. 
(g) "Erosion haZlJrd rating" refers to the classification system set forth in 
regulations implementing the Z'berg-Nejedly Forest Practice Act of 1973. 
(h) "Eucalyptus plantation" means a forest which contains ninety (90) 
percent or more by volume of the genus Eucalyptus and which /L'as established 
before the effectit'e date of tliis Act. 
(i) "Fiber plantation" means any area planted with trees which was not 
natural timberland as of 1940. 
(j) "Logging road" means any private road used in conducting timber 
operations which is constructed or reconstructed. :1 "constructed" or 
"reconstrocted" road has any of the foi/owing: surfacing. drainage structures. or 
intentional soil disturbance. 
(k/ "Mature trees" means trees which have reached or exceeded the age at 
which maximum mean annual growth. also known as culmination of mean 
annual increment. occurs on a particular site. using the Scribner fog rule 
measurement or, if not possible. the most nearly equivalent methodology. The age 
at which trees reach maturity will depend upon site class. timber type, and ather 
site-specific factors. 
(I) "Selection method" means a timber harvest method in which individual 
trees or groups of trees no larger than two and one.ha'/, i~%) acres in size are 
selected for logging in a way that wiil promote natura regenerationi: mature 
trees. in which a well distributed stand of healthy trees remains ollowing 
~ "Ompletion of logging operations. and after which the area IS compose of trees of 
;arious ages. sizes a nd species. 
(m! "Seep" or "rpring" means an area. excluding the bed of a watercourse but 
.
including the head of a watercourse. where water naturaily j70ws orrises to the 
>urface during much or all of the year, and at which /L'ater remams at least 
within a few feet of the surface throughout the year. The presence of Giant Chain 
Fern (~Voodwardia jimbriatal often indicates the existence of' a spring or seep. 
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I III "Stand of virgin redwoods" means a forested area one hundred jifty or 
more acres in size that has never been subject to timber harvesting, in which evast 
redwoods constitute twenty percent or more of the basal area per acre. 
(0/ "Timber volume" means the volume of all softwoods and aI/ hardwoods. 
including both commercial and non-commercial tree species, that are at least 4 
inches in diameter at breast height of the largest bole. using the Scribner log rule 
measurement or, if not possible. the most nearly equivalent methodology. 
I PI "Watercourse" means any well-defined channel with distingUishable bed 
and bank showing evidence of having contained flowing water indicated by 
deposit of rock. sand. gravel. or soil. including but not limited to a "stream" as 
defined in Section 4528If) of the Public Resources Code. 
Article Ill, Forest Practices 
Section 4804. The provisions of this article apply to the practice of forestT1j on 
privately-owned timberlands and state forests in California. 
Section 4804.1. fa) Subject to the provisions of this Section, clearcutting is 
prohibited in California. and the selection method shall be the only allowable 
harvest method. 
(bl This Section does not apply to timber operations pursuant to a timber 
harvesting plan approved prior to the effective date of this Act if. prior to the 
effective date of this Act. substantial liahilities for timber operations have been 
incurred in good faith and adherence to this Section would cause unreasonable 
additional expense to the owner or operator. 
(C) The prohibitions on clearcutting in this Section do not apply to: 
(1) The harvest of Christmas trees, Eucalyptus plantations or fiber 
plantations; 
(2) Authorized emergency sanitation cutting; 
(3) Salvage of dead trees: 
(4) Lands that have been approved for concersion to uses other than growing 
timber pursuant to Article 9 of the Z'berg-Nejedly Forest Practice Act of 1973; 
(5j Fire breaks, fuel breaks and rights-of-way; and 
16) In the Northern and Southern Forest Districts harvesting areas up to 5 
acres in size in Lodgepole Pine. Ponderosa Fine and Sierran Mixed Canifer cover 
types, as defined in the July 1988 assessment and analysis prepared pursuant to 
Section 4789.3. where the Department of Forestry finds that clearcutting would 
cause less adverse environmental impacts than the selection method on a 
particular site. 
Provided, however. that exception (3) shall not apply in any ancient forest as 
defined in Section 4803(a). 
(d) Except as provided in subsections (b) and (c) (1)-(5), after the completion 
of logging operations pursuant to a timber harvesting plan, not more than twenty 
percent of the area subject to the plan may be in clearings that are greater than % 
acre in size. No cutting or removal of timber in any area subject to a timber 
harvesting plan may occur more often than eveTIJ ten years. except where 
necessary to conduct emergency sanillJtion cutting or to salvage dead or dying 
trees. For purposes of this subsection. a "clearing" is an area in which sixty 
percent or more of the volume of the area is logged at one time. 
Section 4804.2. (a) The Board of Forestry shall issue regulations within one 
year of the effective date of this .4ct in order to reduce. to the maximum extent 
feasib7e. the adverse ent'ironmental impacts that may result from the burning of 
forest residues after logging operations are completed. inclUding decreased soil 
productivity, increased soil erosion. and contributions to global warming 
associated with release of smoke. The regulations shall also provide effective 
protection against the adven;e health effects of smoke, .4fter the effective date of 
such regulatiOns, no burning of forest residues may occur except in compliance 
with the regulations. 
(b I The regulations shall require the Department of Forestry to inspect all sites 
subject to timber harvesting plans before burning is undertaken. No such 
burning shall be allowed unless the Department finds that it is necessary to 
eliminate an unreasonable risk of wildfire or to insure adequate site regeneration 
and that no alternath'es to burning, such as removing fuel from the site or 
lapping or chipping of fuel on site, are feasible. No such burning may be aI/owed 
for the purpose of convenience or improving access to the site for planting. 
(ci The regulations shall require the Department to specify permissible 
conditions for burning, including but not limited to date and time of burning, 
wind, temperatiJre. humidity and other climatic factors. which will. to the 
maximum extent feasible. insure that sufficient organic debris and duff remain 
on the site to retain nutrients and soi[productivity, prevent soil erosion. and 
reduce the cumulative impacts of smoke pol/ution. 
(d) The regulations shail encourage the use of alternatives to burning that 
/L'iil retain nutrients and soil productivity and reduce, to the maximum extent 
feasible. soil erosion and the release of smoke. 
Section 4804.3. The Board of Forestry shall issue regulations within one year 
of the effective date of this Act which will minimize the damage to the 
environment caused by logging roads and landings and ailow such roads to be 
used for suppressing fires. The regulations shall insure compliance with the 
following minimum requirements: 
(al All logging roads shall be adequately maintained by the timberland 
owner or his or her agent for as long as the land has timber production as a 
continuing or anticipated use. 
(bl Any logging road or landing that /L'iil not be used for future timber 
harvest shall be promptly restored as productive timberland, except where the 
lands have been approved for conversion to uses other than growing timber 
pursuant to Article 9 of the Z'berg-Nejedly Forest Practice Act of i973. 
(c) A ny contract or other agreement that provides access to a logging road on 
lands not owned by the timberland owner shall prOVide a clear delegation of 
responstbility for compliance with this Section and the regulations. 
Section 4804.4. The regulations described in Sections 4804.2 and 4804.3 shall 
not be subject to Article 6 of Chapter 3.5 of Part 1 of Division 3 of Title 2 of the 
GOL'ernment Code. . 
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~e('t/f)TI -ISO'; 5 
fol/ou:ill[! 
II TraclOr iil/JIlill1! shall not oe alillwea on all!' IIf the 
. ,. !.' Slopes ()[¥'r iJ.j percent. 
C) Slope.f (II'n 50 percent e.reeVI 011 pre-erlstilll! Lo{!{!inI! road.1 which do not 
reaUlre recollstructWti 
(J, Anu area harlTlIl an e.Ttreme erosIOn ha::ard ratin/:. 
1 iJ 1 ,\(,'area u·lllcn has a h/{!h eros/(JTl hazard ratinl! mau be eutered bu tractor,\ 
or ather Ilrouna df.llur!JlTlI! equipment more of tell than'every twenlY' yeaTS III 
cuttinI! or remoCITlIl tImber. 
SectIOn 4804.6. So person mau remove anu dead tree or Coarse woodu debns. 
erdudinl( Slash. from any watercourse uTlLess such remocal wouLd eliminate 
barrIers to fish ml(!ratlOn, reduce the amoullt of sedimentatTon mleflnI! the 
u'atercourse. reduce allY ha=ard to structures or to public heaLth or safety, or 
reduce the risk (If floodi1ll( , 
SectTon 4804.::' .\otwithsiandillil Sections 4804,1 and 4805.2 allY person who, 
after the effecti!:e date of this Act. does not sell for foreuw erport whoLe logs or 
cants on(!illatlTlI! u'ilhil1 the Statc. or sell allY u:hole lo(!s or cants on(!inatlTlf! 
u:ithin the State to allY person u-IIO sells such products for forei{!n erport. may 
either 
ia I Within five years after the effective date of this Act. use the clearcuttinI! 
harvest method. subject to all of the {ollowinll conditio1ls. 
(1 i The timber operations a;e not' conducted within aTI allcient forest. 
(2) An/l dearcut 15 no [!feater thall tell acres in si=e. 
I J I Any dearcut tr at least three hUTldred feet from any other area ten acres or 
greater in si=e that has been ciearcut in the past forty years on the same 
oU'Tlership and is at least one hundredfiffy feet from any property boundary. 
1-/) Not more than tu'elve and oTle-half (f2'1:z) perce1lt of allY area subject to a 
timber harvestlTlf! pian may be dearcut during the five year period. 
or 
(b! Log, durinll the first ten-pear period on the lands subject to a sustained 
yield plan. a [aiume of timber thirty percent more than the total volume of 
timber grou:n. 
Article II' Sustainable Forestry 
Section 4805. !Fithi1/ two years 0/ the effective date of this Act, the Board of 
Forestry shall adopt relwlations to implement a sustainable forestry program for 
private and State lands as established in this A rticle, The ref!ulati01ls shall not be 
subject to Article 6 of Chapter J,5 0/ Part 1 0/ Division 3 of Title 2 of the 
Govemment Code. 
Section 4805.1. .\'0 timber hart'esting plan may be approved, and no timber 
operations map oc,cur. on or after the effective date of the reflulations, unless: 
lal a sustamed YIeld plan. preparea by a registered projessional/orester, has 
been filed by the timber owner: 
(bl the sustained yield plan has been approved by the Director of the 
Department of Forestry and Fire Protection; and 
Ic) the timber harvesting plan and timber operations comply with the 
sustained yield plan. 
The reguLations shall apply equally to the cutting and sale of timber and other 
forest products from state forests, as provided in Article 3 ojChapter90f Part 20f 
Division 4 of the Public Resources Code, The Board shall determine the effective 
date of the regulations, which shall be not later than 180 days after the 
regulations are adopted. 
Section 4805,;}. {a I In a1lY ten-year period on the lands subject to a sustained 
yield plan, the total volume of timber logged shall not exceed the total volume of 
timber grown alld the volume of mature trees logged shall not exceed the volume 
of mature trees grown. unless site-speci(tc data demonstrate that logging a greater 
volume would achieve marimum productivity sooner, 
(bl In any ten-year period, when the lands subject to a sustained yield plan do 
1Iot have marimum productivity, the total volume of timber logged on such lands 
shall be less than the total volume of timber grown and the volume of mature 
trees logged shall be less than the volume of mature trees grown, unless 
site-specific data demonstrate that logging a greater volume would achieve 
marimum productivity sooner. 
(c) For purposes of this Article. "marimum productivity" means that the area 
subject to a sustained yield plan is producing the marimum growth (timber 
volume per yearl that is sustainable in perpetuity, and that the area contains 
trees of various ages and sizes, including a suslai1lable component of mature 
trees, In determining marimum productiVity. trees that have erceeded the age at 
which marimum mean annuaillrowth occurs may be deemed to be at the age at 
which marimum mean an1lual growth occurs, The regulations shall establish 
guidelines for determining a site's marimum productivity, based on site class, 
timber type. and other site-specij'tc and general factors, as appropriate, 
(d) For purposes of subsections (a) a1ld (b), the first ten-year period shall 
begin no later tha1l the effective date of this Act. u1l1ess no timber harvesting 
plans are submitted during this period, 
Section 4805.3, (a) The implementation period is the time necessary for the 
lands subject to a sustained yield plan to acquire marimum productTvity, while 
allowinl( the timber owner to conduct timber operations consistent with this 
Article, The regulatiOns shall establish a method for timber owners to determine 
the implementation period for a sustained pield plan based on site class, species 
composition, and other relevant factors. The implementation period shall not 
erceed ISO years, or less if feasilile, except that where the species in the lands 
subject to a plan require more than 120 years to reach maturity, based on a 
weighted average by basal area of the species occupying more than 10 percent of 
the area, the implementation period 1TII1y be ertended by the amount of time by 
which the time to reach maturity exceeds 120 years. 
(b) IJ) During the implementation period, the regulatio1ls shall allow 
conti1lued timber operations, including logging of trees that have not reached 
maturity to the ertent consistent with this A rtiele, while encouraging timber 
owners to allow trees to reach matunty before they are logged so that regular 
progress is made toward the goal of a stand that has marimum productivity, 
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'2/ After the ImclementatiOlI perIOd ends. the lallds subject to the sustailled 
yield piall shall haul' marimum product/t'itll, Idth the ereeptiOlI of short-term 
wlume reductions that will occur after an!, tImber operations that are consistent 
with thIS A rtide. 
SectIOn 48054 Sustailled yield pions shall comply with the followinll 
reqUIrements.' 
10, The plall shall set forth a proposed 10/!f!mf! schedule. which may illclud 
th,nnmf!s and rCf!eneration hanlCsts, that complies WIth this Article. 
I b 1 The pLan shall demonstrate, based on site-specific timber i1lventory da~ 
{!rowth and /lield calculations, timber (!rowth plots, or other necessary data, th1ft' 
the proposed log{!inl! schedule compltes with this Article. 
I c I The plan sha71 prOVIde that, when the lands subject to the sustained yield 
plan do not have marimum productivity, the r:olume of all timber and the 
volume of mature timber increases regularly during the entire implementation 
period, with the exception of short-term volume reductiolls that will occur after 
any timber operations that are consIstent with this Article. 
Id; The plan shall be designed to produce, at the end of the implementatioll 
penod. and soo1ler if feasible, a forest c01ltaining trees of various ages and sizes 
and a mir of SpeCIes native to the SIte, 
lei The timber owner may determine whIch timberlands or timber rights will 
be subject to allY sustained yield plan. provided that all such lallds and nghts 
shall be located within one county. The timber owner may elect to file one or 
more plans for all timberlands or timber rights Idthin any county. . 
(f) There shall be onill one sustained yield plan for an area. irrespective of 
any changes of ownership, ercept that a plan covering a larger area may 
incorporate bp reference a plan for a smaller area. 
Section 4805,5. The sustailled yield plan shall be revised from time to time in 
order to reflect actual forest conditio17S or to allow changes in the proposed 
logging schedule that are consistent with this Article, provided that any such 
changes must be justified in writing and .must comply with all the requirements 
of this A rtic/e. The plan may be revised when some or all of the timber to which it 
applies is destroyed by Wildfire or other natural catastrophe: provided. however, 
that any dead or dying trees removed from such site shall be chaTf!ed against the 
output allowed by the revised plan, If ten percent or more of the timber is so 
destroued. the Director of the Department of Forestry and Fire Protection may 
ertend the implementation period for compliance with this A rticle if necessary in 
order to allow reasonable use of the lands consistent with the objectives of this 
Artic/e. 
Section 4805,6, .'v'otwithstandinf! any other provision in this Article, 011/1 
person who, on the effective date of this Act, owns or controls no more than s.odo 
acres of timberlands or timber rights within any district las described in SectIOn 
4531) shall not be required to comply with Section 4805.2 with respect to such 
lands, but shall otherwise comply with this A rticle, The regulatiOns may provide 
simplified rules to allow such persons to comply with this Article without 
unreasonable cost or delay, 
Section 4805,7. Nothing in this A rticle shall be interpreted to. require thO! 
trees be logged at any time, ~ 
Section 4805.8, (a) The Director shall promptly provide a copy of any" 
sustained yield plan to any person who requests it, 
(b) After the regulations are issued, the Director shall prepare and make 
available to the public a handbook which erplains the sustainable forestry 
program and facilitates compliance with the regulations and this Article, 
Section 4805,9, The requirements of this Article shall not apply to the 
production and harvest of Christmas trees, to eucalyptus plantations, or to fiber 
plantations, 
Article l' Ancient Forest Acquisition and Management 
Section 4806, The Wildlife Conservation Board may utilize the eminent 
domain authOrity of the SfiJte of Califomia to acquire ancient forests pursuant to 
this Article. a1ld shall utilize such authority whenever necessary to purchase a 
forest that has been selected for acquisition, Where necessary to protect such 
forest, the Wildlife Conservation Board shall utilize the procedures for possession 
prior to judgment specified in Article 3 of Chapter 6 of Title 7 of Part 3 of the 
Code of Civil Procedure, 
Section 4806,1, Before exercising its eminent domain authority. to the ertent 
feasible, the Wildlife Conservation Board shall consider acquiring ancient forests 
through gifts. purchases, leases, erchanges for other property of like value, 
transfers of developmtl1lt rights or credits, ana purchases of development rights 
and other interests; provided, however, that the Wildlife Conservation Board 
shall not acquire any interests in ancient forests less than fee title unless such 
interests fully protect the ecological integrity of such forests in perpetuity, 
Section 4806,2, Lands and interests acquired by the Wildlife Conservation 
Board pursuant to this Article shall be transferred either to the State Park and 
Recreahon CommIssIon. for management as a state park, state reserve, or state 
wilderness. or a natural preseroe within any such unit, pursuant to Article 1,7 of 
Chapter 1 of Division 5 of the Public Resources Code, or to the Department of 
Fish and Game for ma1lagement as ecological preseroes, pursuant to Section 1580 
of the Fish and Game Code, notwithstanding the provisions of Section 1582 of 
that Code: prOVided, however. that in all cases such lands and interests shall be 
1TII1naged in perpetuitJl to preserve their integrity and value as ancient forests and 
as habitat for dependent wildlife species, 
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Section 4806,3, (a) The Wildlife Conservation Board may acquire lands or 
rights, other than those specij'ted in Section 4806,4, only to the extent necessary to 
allow the Board to acquire ancient forests at lower cost than through exercise of 
its eminent domain authOrity. NotWithstanding Section 4806,2. any lands or ..... 
TIghts so acquired may be sold or erchanged for fee title or lesser interests in,., 
ancient forests, Any net proceeds from such sale or exchange shall be utilized for 
the acquisition of ancient forests as specified in this Article. 
(b) A1IY real property acquired pursuant to this Act shall be acquired in 
compliance with Chapter 16 (commencing with Section 7260) of Division 7 of 
Title 1 of the Government Code, 
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Section -1806.-1. The Wildlife Conserration Board shall acquire. as 
expeditiously as pOSSIble and in accordance u.:ith the Property ACqUisitlOl1 Law: 
lal The Headu:aters Forest. as described ill Sectioll.J806.10Ia). 
(b) Stallds vi L'irf!1TI redu·oods. as defined ill Section -I8{}.3Inl. 
Ic) Other anciellt forests. accordinJ?, to the priorities established pur.ruallt to 
this Article. 
l When acquirillf! an allcient forest. the Board may also acquire cOlltig~ous or ermiTlllied lallds. the acquisition of u·hich Lcould protect the eCOlogIcal elfrity vf the anciellt forest or make the area more manageable. or lallds or. 
rif!hts necessary to prot'ide reasonable access to the ancient forest For purposes of 
this section. "'acquire" meatlS either to enter into a bindinlf purchase agreement or 
to Illitiate eminent domain proceedings that protects the ecolof!ical integrity of 
such ancient forests. The lands specified in subsections i a i and (bl shall be 
acquired as quickly as feasible. and no later than ,Vovember I. 1991. if at all 
possible: pronded. hou·ever. that the Board shall not delay acquiSItIOn of lallas 
specifIed in subsection IC) u'hile the laTlds specified in subsections raj alld (bi 
are hei nlf acqu ired. 
SectioTI -1806.5. The Wildlife Conservation Board shall rank ancient forests 
accordilll< to the Board s acquisition priorities. either individually or by catel{ory. 
Itl detenmniTlI[ such priorities. the Board shall make findim;s with respect to the 
following factors: 
(a) The si=e of the ancient forest; . . 
(b) The extent to which the forest prot'ides actual or potentzal habltqt for 
dependent u'ildlife 1pecies. includiTlg its importance to populatIOns Of such 
speCIes: 
IC) The extent to which the forest has been free of disturbance from roads or 
timber operations; . 
(d) The extent to which the forest contributes to biological diversity. 
including, but not limited to, the extent to which the foresrs oegetatlOn types or 
other features are inadequately represented ill existing state or federal preserves. 
such as wilderness areas and parks: 
(e) The extent to which the forest's illtegrity has been compromIsed by 
fragmentation of surrounding landscapes; and 
(fj The importance of the forest as a potential biological corridor or habitat 
island that may facilitate movement or dispersal of wildlife and plants. 
In u'eighing ~'Uch factors. the Board shall give high priority to acquiring forests 
80 acres or lartler that have lIever been logf!ed. alld allcient forests -100 acres or 
larger. unless ihe Board finds that a particular area does nqt prodde important 
habitat for dependent wildlife species. that acquirinl[ such an area would lIot 
contribute sil{nificantly to protection of biological d/r:ersity. or that the other 
factors listed-above do not justify acquisitioll of such area. . 
Section .J806.6. The Wildlife COllsen'ation Board's acquisition priorities and 
decisions shall be based solely on the best available biological data and shall lIot 
be based on commercial or economic factors. except that the allticipated cost of 
1cquiring a site may be considered in relation to its potential for furthering the 
}rposes of this Act. . 
,#Section 4806.7. The Wildlife Conservation Board shal( comply WIth the 
procedures described in this Section when ranking alldent jorests pursuant to 
Sectioll -1806.5. Such ranking shall not be deemed a "regulatioll" LL'ithin the 
meaninl< of the AdministratiL'e Procedure Act. 
(a) Within IS months of the effective date of this Act. and lIot less than 
annuailythereafter until the Ancient Forest Protection Fund terminates, as 
provided m Section .J807.8. the Board shall: 
(l) assemble a record consistillg of all information re!ewllt to the factors 
listed in Sections .J806.4 and 4806.5 u'hich it has gathered or acqUired jor allV 
ancient forests. including any intermingled and cOlltiguous lands and lands 
providing access to such forests; 
(2) make the findings required by Section .J806.5 and propose a rallking for all 
such forests concerning which it has infonnatioT/; and . 
(3) prepare a summary expianation of the rationale for its proposed ranklTlg. 
The proposed rankinl{. findings. and summan; explanation shall be mailed to 
all persons who have requested such in/ormation. The rec'ord shall b.e 
continuously maintained by the Board and Shall be made at,atlable to the public 
for inspection andlor copying. . . 
(bl The Board shall accept written comments on Its proposed ranklT/g and 
findings for 60 days from the date the information is made available to. the 
public. Ihthill 50 days of the close of the comment period, the Board shall affirm 
or modify its findings, reach a finar decision on ranking. alld prefX!re a summary 
explanation of the rationale for its decision. Such infonnation shall be mOiled to 
all persons who submitted written comments and to all others who have requested 
lIotice of the decisioll. The notice shall notify the public of its ril[ht to petition the. 
Board for amendment of the established rankint; alld to seek jud,clOl revIew Of 
the Board's deCIsion. 
(c) Any person may at any time petition the Board for amendment of the 
established rankint;. The petition shall be in writing and shall clearly 'and 
conCisely state why amendment would serve the purpose of this Article. and may 
provide supporting illformation. Within JO days of receipt of an!! such petition. 
the Board shall mail a respotlSe denying the petition and summan::mt; Its reasotlS 
for doin/? so. or settin/? a date not later than 90 days from rece,ipt of the petition 
1''' illitiatinl< the process to cotlSider such amendment. Any SUCh amendment may 
be adopted only pursuant to the procedures established in subsections (a) and 
(b). 
Section .J806.8. 1£11 (1) The Department of Fish and Came sllOil conduct an 
~ntory of the state s pril'Ote timberlands to Idelltify ancient forests for possible . ". uisition. The results of SlIch int'elltonj shall be presented ill a report not later . Ian one r;ear after the effective date of this Act. and annually thereajier filr !It'e 
years. or IIntil the Ancient Forest Protection Flllld terminates as procidea in 
Section -1807.8. whichet'er is sooner. 
,2} The reports shall identifr; the location of each such ancient forest, 
including a map and leftai descriptioll.\·hail illclude ltI/ormatlOn relatillg co the 
factors set forth in Section -1806.5. lind shall contain the Departmellt's 
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recommendatiotlS for acquisition priorities: provided. however. that for ancient 
forests which the Department finds. based on all of the factors set forth in Section 
J806.5, to be a low prionty for acquisition, the Department may illstead describe 
)'uch fi)rests and its reasons in summary form. 
'J) The Department shall first inventory those forests that, based on available 
illfonnatioTl. appear to provide important habitat for dependent u'ildlife species. 
i bi The Department of Fish and Game may conduct all sun'eys. int'entories. 
),tudies. or other actit'ities that are reasonably necessan; to complete the reports 
IITld to formulate recommendations for acqUisition priOrities. AlI'such actit'ities 
,.hall be based on the best at'ailable scientific illformation and shall utili=e 
prevailing scientificaliy accepted protocols alld procedures. The Department may 
!!nter onto prIVate lallds under reasonable terms alld conditions in order to 
comply with this Section. after adequate notice has been given to the landowner. 
The H/ildlife Consen'ation Board may request that the Department undertake 
<illy studies or obtain any iTlformation reasonably Tlecessary to allow the Board to 
reach a decision on acquisition or acquisition priorities. and the Department shall 
respond to such requests as expeditiously as possible. 
IC) Notu·ithstandimt; Article VI/l the actions authori=ed in this Section shall 
vllly be subject to judicial ret'iew in the context ofa let;al challenge to the Board:S 
acquisition priorities or decisiotlS. 
Section .J806.9. The Wildlife Conservation Board shall rank and cotlSider for 
acquisitiOTl. pursuant to the process described in this Article. ancient forests 
referred by the Department of Fish and Game pursuant to Section 4582.71. The 
Board may consolidate its decisiotlS on several allcient forerts. but in all cases the 
Board shall reach a decision no later than olle year after filing of the timber 
harvesting pian. The Board may decide: I I) to acquire the forest; (2) not to 
acquire the forest; or (3) to delay the decisioll for a year if necessary to obtain 
additional information regarding the forest or other acquisition priorities: 
provided. however, that in all cases the Board shall reach a final decisioll u'ithin 
two years of the filing of the timber harvesting plan. 
Section 4806.10. la) The Wildlife Conservation Board shall immediately 
acquire the Headwaters Forest. situated in Humboldt Base and Meridian. 
Township Three North. Range One East. Section 8. W % of SW ~, SE ~ of sw v., 
SIV V. ofSE v.; Section IS, SW I,{; Section 16; Section 17,;; % • • VW~. NE ~ ofSW 
!~, E % of NW V. of SW !4. E % of SE V. of sw V.; Section 20. NE V. of ,VE ~, N ~~ 
of NW V. of NE~. SE v. of'NW V. of i'vE!{ E % of'SE!4 of NE V., W % of SIV ~ 
of.VE V..!!E V. ofNW~. E % ofSE~. W % of·VW ~ ofSE!4, SE V. ofNW ~ of 
SE ~ •. VE V. of sw v. of SE v.. E % at ;VE !~ of SW v.; Section 21. N % ofNE v.. 
SIV ~ of NE !4. N % of SE ~ of NE v., NW !{. VW V. of NW ~ of SE ~ .. V % of 
VE V. of sw v., W % of sw I,{; Section 22. SW ~ of NE~, W ~ oj SE ~ of NE ;~, 
SE V.~SE V. of NE v., IV % of NE ~ of NW !~. NW v. of NW ~, SE ~ of NW !~. 
E % a sw V. ofNW v., N % of'SE v.. SE ~ ofSE v.. N % of'SW!4 ofSE v., NE V. 
of S ~, E % of NW V. of sW ~. N % of SE" V. of SW v.; Section 23, SW 14 of SW 
14, W % of NW ~ of SW!4; Section 26. W % of:VW ~; Section 27. E til. 0 .. VE v., 
.VW !~ of NE v.. IV % of SW !4 of NE v.; Section 28. N % of NW ~ 0 NW~; 
Section 29, NE V. of ,VE ~ of NE ~; proL'ided. howetVJr. that the Boa need not 
acquire any portiotlS of the Headwaters Forest that. because of logging activities. 
have little or no value for dependent wildlife species. The Board may also acquire 
contiguous or intermingled lands, and other lands or rights necessary to provide 
reasonable access to the Headwaters Forest. as described in Section .J806.4. 
Ib) The Board shall immediately acquire 07111 stands of viTJ?ill redwoods in the 
Elk River drainage in Humboldt County. 
Section .J806.lI. Votwithstanding any other provision of law, including but 
I/Ot limited to Article 5 of Chapter 4.5 of Division I of Title 'i of the Governm.ent 
Code. no timber operations. including but not limited to road cotlStruction. shall 
occur. and no timber harvesting plan authorizing such logging shall be approved. 
within any stand of t'irgin redwoods between November 1. 1990. and November 1. 
1991. or until the Wildlife Conservation Board decides IIOt to acquire such a 
stand. whichever is eariier. 
Section .J806.12. The Department of Fish and Game may. by regulation: 
(a) (I) Add to the list of "dependent Wildlife species" if the Department 
finds, based solely on the beSt available scientific data. that the species meets the 
definition in the first sentence of Section 4803(e). . 
(2) Remove a species from the list of "dependent Wildlife species" if the 
Department finds. based solely all the best available scientifIC data, that there is 
compelling evidence that such species does not meet the definition in the first 
sentence of Section 4803(e). 
(b) Establish mitigation measures or infoTTTlOtional requirements for timber 
harvesting plans to protect wildlife. incfuding but not limited to dependent 
u'ildlife species. from the adverse effects of timber operatiotlS. Such rules may 
apply to particufar timber types. tree ages. regions of the State, or other categories 
of forests. Such requirements may include. but shal/ not be limited to. 
information regarding existing numbers and sizes of litle trees. snags, aTld dead 
and down wood on the site. and requirements regarding the amount and 
locations of such features or other structural characteristics that must remain 
after timber operatiotlS are completed. 
Section 4806.13. The regulations described in Section 4806.12 shall not be 
subject to Article 6 of Chapter 3.5 of Part I of Division 3 of Title 2 of the 
Government Code. 
Article Vl :t ncient Forest Protection Bonds 
Section 4807. There is hereby created within the State Treasury the Ancient 
Forest Protection Fund. hereinafter "the Fund': which is continuousiy 
apprapriated for carryinll out the purposes of this Article without regard to fiscal 
years. Except as hereinafter provided. the Fund shall receive all proceeds of 
.;eneral oblil{ation bonds issued pursuant to the provisiotlS of this Article. the 
proceeds of the sale of timber pursuant to Article HII of this chapter, and the 
proceeds of any titles received pursuant to Article VIll of this chapter. 
Votu'ithstandinf? the /iJre/?oing proVision, proceeds of the sale of said bonds in an 
amount not to exceed $32 million shall be transferred to the Timber lVorkers 
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Compl'TlsatlOn and Retralll/1/l! Fuud establtshed pursuant to ArtIcle VII o( lili, 
chapter. 
Section 480';./. Solc/o (lir thl' TJUrpOS( o( authonzinl! the issuance aud salc. 
TJU~ruant /r, till .)/all' Gelleral Oblil!al/On B;md Lllu·. of the bonds outhrm::.ed bll 
tillS Arllde. tiz,. Arlrlent Forest frNect/i1/l Fund FirlOnCI' Committee IS il('reilll 
created. For Ille purpose,1 of tim ciJamer. the AnC/e/1t Forest ProtectIOn Fuu{j 
Finance G,mmtftee IS tI/(' "Committe£''' 0,1 that tenn IS used in Ihe State Generai 
Ohlillation Bmw Lllu. The Com mIlle£' shull cr!T/SIst of the Controller. the D,rector 
of Finance. aua til( Treasurer. or their deslllllated representatives. The Treasurer 
shall sen:c as ciwlr persr!T/ oj the commIttee. A ma}oritlj of the Committee may act 
jor the Committee. 
SectIOn 480';.: For thl' pUT/)(}se oj adoptinl! resolutIOns and takinl! other 
requITed actIOn pUTwaut til thi.1 ritapter. tite Wildlife COllservation Board shail 
collstitute the "Board "us thaI tenn is used in the State General Obli/!ation Bond Ad . 
Section 48()';.3. At the directioTl o( the Board pursuant to an appropnatt 
resolulion. the Committee shall authori::.e the issuance oj general oblif!ation 
bonds ill thr total amoullt o( saell hundred forty·two million dollars 
(Si42.000.{){){)i. c.rclusll'e oj refulldinl! bonds. jar the purposes specified in this 
Act. Except as herembeforr prot,ided. all proceeds from the sale of said bonds 
shall be deposIted 11110 ihc A Ilciellt Forest Pmtection~ FUlld When SOld the bonds 
shall be and COIIStltutc a wild and billdlll!! ohli{!ation of the State of CalifoTt/w 
olld a pled{le of the jullfaith and credit a/the state jar ihe punctual payment oj 
both principal aud interest thereof 
Section 480;:4. There shall be-collected annuallu ill the same manner and at 
the same time 0.\ othrr state raellue IS collected'the sum. in addition to the 
ordmaTlj revellUes of the state. as is required to pa!1 the pnncipal and iTlterest on 
bonds authon::.ed VIj this Article. It shali be the duty oj all ojjicers charged blj 
lou' with onlj dutlj in ref!ard to the col/ections oj the revenue to do and perform 
each and everu act which is lIecessaru to collect that additional sum. ~ 
Section 480;:5. The prolJlsions of the State General Obligation Bond Lou' 
(Chapter 4. commerlClng with Section 16720. oj Part 3 oj Division 4 of Title 2 oj 
the Government Code; are herebu incorporated into this ArtieTe, and the 
provisions oj that lou' sholl be deemed illcluded in this A rticle as though set out 
in jull herein. 
Section 480;:6. Money shall be disbursed jrom the Fund jor the purposes oj 
acquiring lands pursuant to Article Voj this chapter. oj satisfying a jinal 
judgment oj a court oj competent jurisdiction that any proIJision oj this Act or 
all!! actioll taken pursuant to this Act constitutes a taking oj private property 
u'ithout just compensation. and of allOWing the Wildlife COTIservotion Board and 
the Departmellt of Fish and Game to carr!! out their administrative duties 
pursuant to this Artlele and Article I:' provIded however. that 110 more than S32 
million may be transferred to the Timber Workers Compellsation and Retraininf! 
FUIld.· . . 
Section 480;:;: There shall be transferred into the General Fund in the State 
TreasuTlj. on the ser;eral dates on which funds are remitted punuant to Section 
16676 oj the Government Code jor the poument of the then maturing principal 
and illterest on the bonds. from the Fund. so for as available therein, amounts 
equal to all sums so becommg due for prillcipal and interest· if the money so 
returned on the remIttance dates is less than the principal and interest then due 
and payable. the balance remaining unpaid shall be transferred to the General 
Fund out oj the Fund as soon thereajter as it shall become available. to{!ether 
with interest thereon from the remittance dates until so returned at the same rate 
as borne by the bonas. compaunded semiannually. 
Section 4807.8. This Fund shall terminate when the Board jinds that all 
proceeds authori::.ed b!! Section 4807 have been disbursed for the purpases set 
forth in Section 480i.6. or at the conclusion oj the tenth jull fisCfJI year jollowing 
the effective date oj this Act. whichever is soaner. unless extended by a court oj 
competent jurisdiction in resolvin{! litigation brought under. or challenging, this 
Act: provided that any moneys remaining in the FUlld at that time or that are 
directed to the Fund pursuant to Article VIII of this chapter ajter that time shall 
be transferred to the Wildlife Consen;ation Board or its successor agency. and 
used for the purpose oj acquirin{! wildlijr habitat in accordance with the 
Wildlife Conservation Low oj 1947 (Chapter 4. commencing with Section JJ(j(J oj 
Division 2 oj the Fish and Game Code J. 
Section 4807.9. The bonds authorized by this Act may be refunded in 
accordance with Article 6 (commenCIng with Government Code Section J678O) oj 
the State General Obli{!ation Bond Lou'. Approval of the authorization oj these 
bonds by the electon includes approval oj allY bondS issued to refund the bonds 
Originally issued. 
Section 480i.J0. The people oj California hereby find and declare that, 
illasmuch as the proceeds from the sale of bonds authorized by this Act are not 
"proceeds of taxes" as that term is used in Article XIlI B of the California 
Constitution, the disbursement of these proceeds is Ilot subject to the limitation 
imposed by that article. 
Section 4807. 1 I. It is the intent of the people of California that the bond 
revenues authorized by this Act shallllot be used to displace any existing sources 
of junds for purposes authorized by this Act. 
Article HI. Emploljment PTO{!ram 
Section 4808. For the purposes of this Article, the jollowing defillitions shall 
apply unless the context illdiCfJtes otherwise. . 
(a) "Deportment" shall mean the Emplo!!ment Development Department. 
(b) "Afjected employer" means a corporation. partnership. joint venture. 
penon. or other jonn oj business entity (includin{! a pre.decessor or successor by 
purchase. mer{!er, or other fonn oj acquisition). or workin{! portion or division 
thereof, which is engaged in the harvest of timber or in related saw mill. 
plywood, log hauling. or other wood processin{! operations. and which employs 
one or more ajjected emplol/ees. 
(c) ''Affected emploljee" means a natural person who is either totally or 
partially laid off or terminated blj arl affected emplo!!er as a direct result oj an 
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acqulsititJIt oj land. or a detennl1lation to acqlllre land. pursuant to the provisions I 
ilf A rticie I' oj Ihis chapter. 
,d i "Total 101/0((" means a caletldar month durin" which an ajjected ~ 
emviolll'T has l?adIji'e nndU'ork ,al'Oil~ble to all affecktedd empJo!!ee and made no I~ 
paumeT/t 10 soia 0" ecte rmp/o!!ee .lor time 1I0t wor '(!, • 
fe' "Partial lal/ojf' means a calendar mOllth dUrin" which ali pay received' 
0;1 affected empiouep/rom all aff~cted emplo!!er is 80% or less than the amol~ 
tllr pmployee ~'ould have recelvea had the employee per/onned services jar 
affected emploller on a juli-time basis. , 
Secti(1II 4808.1. There is hereb!! created u'ithitl the State Treasury the Timber I 
Workers Compensation and Retraining Fund. which is continuously 
appropriatedfor caTTljITl!! out the purposes of this articie without ref!ard 10 jiscal 
years. Within six monlhs oj the iffective date oj this Act. the Fund shall receive 
the amount of $23 million. to be deT/ved jrom the proceeds oj bonds issued 
pursuant to Arllcle VI oj this chapter. Upon the issuance of a jindillf! by Ihe 
Department that additional funds are needed 10 achieve the purposes oj this ' 
A rllcle. an additional S10 million dollars jrom thfl proceeds oj the sale oj said i 
bOllds shall be transferred to the fund from the Ancient Forest Protection Fund . , 
established punuani to Article 111 of Ihis chapter. Said finding shall be made. if I 
at all. tlot later than ei!!hteen months ajter the effective date oj this ,4ct. 
SectIon 4808.2. Monelf shall be disbursed jrom the Timber WMkers 
Compel/sation and Retral1ling Fund jor the purpose oj providin/! compensation 
to ajjected emploljees during periods oj total layoff, partiallayojf, or jar 
retrominfl. or jor other purposes consistent with this Article. 
Section 4808.3. Cpon the conclusion of the jifth jull jisCfJI year jollowing the 
[fjeetive date oj this Act. and llOtwithstanding any other provision oj law 
pertaitlillg to the tennination oj special funds. unexpended monies remaining in 
the Timber Worken Compensatioll and Retraining Fund shall be transferred to 
the A ncient Forest Protection Fund created pursuant to Article VI oj this Act. 
Section 4808.4. SOl later than six months ajter the effective date oj this Act, 
the Legislature shall establish a program to compensate affected employees 
during periods of total or partial layoff and. where necessaTlj. to retrain ajjected 
employees jar a7ternative employment. Said program shall be administered by 
the Employment Development Department. and shall achieve the following 
goals: 
(oj The program shall provide reasonable and fair compensation for all 
affected employees during periods oj total layojf, partial layojf, or fo{/owing 
lennination. In determining the amount necessaTlj to provide reasonable and fair 
compensation for a particular employee. the Department shall take into 
cotlsiderati071 the affected employees level oj compensation prior to layojf or 
tenninatioll. the affected employee's length oj service and seniority, the terms oj 
any applicable collective bargaining agreement. and such other matters as the 
Department shall deem appropriate. The rate oj any such compensation, ill 
combination with an!! unemployment benefits available to an ajfected employe 
and any salary earned, shal not exceed.the ajfected employees rate. 
compensation prior to layoff or termination. The total compensation available~ 
any ajfected employee sha71 be limited to the employee's actual compensati~ 
during the year prior to layoff or termination. 
(b) The program shall require the Department to assign its highest priority to 
assisting afjected employees to find alternative employment. 
(ci The program shall provide for necessaTlj retraining oj affected employees 
and may. as necessary. provide incentive bonuses jar new emploYeT$ oj ajjected 
employees during periods oj retraining. 
,-dJ The program shall require the Department, to the extent practicable. to 
jind alternative employment jor ajfected employees in occupations emphasiZing 
timber stand improvement, manual conifer release. watershed repair. erosion 
control alld other occupations which improve and enhance forests and wildlife 
habitat. 
( e) The program shall not discriminate in employment on the basis of age. sex, 
race, medical condition, physical handicap, creed, color, religion. sexual 
preference, marital status, or national or ethnic origin, and shall otherwise jully 
comply with the California Fair Employment and Housing Act. 
Article VIlL Penalties and Enforcement 
Section 4809. Any person may commence an action against any government 
agency charged ~"ith responsibilities pursuant to this chapter or Chapter 8 oj Part 
2 fora writ oj mandate pursuant to Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 1(84) oj 
title 1 oj Part 3 oj the Code of Civil Procedure to compel soid agency to CfJTTIj out 
any duty imposid upan it under the provisions oj this chapter. Notwithstanding 
any other provision of law, particularly Section 529 of the Code oj Civil 
Procedure, the plaint~(j in such an action shall not be compelled to post more 
than a nominal bond as a condition of obtaining injunctive relief. 
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any person shall have standing to 
intervene in support of this Act, or any portion of this Act, or the application 
thereof, in qny judicial proceeding in which this Act or any portion thereof is 
challenged on constitutional grounds; however, notWithstanding any other 
provisioll oj law. no such intervening party shall be subject to liability for any 
attorneys 'fees or costs awarded to any prevailing party in such action. 
Section 4809.1. faJ Any action or proceeding to attack, review, set aside. void 
or annul a determination. jinding. or decision, including a failure to act. oj any 
public agency, made as a result of a proceeding in which by Iowa hearing is 
required to be given. evidence is required to be taken and discretion in the 
detennination oj jacts is vested in the agency, on the grounds of noncompiiana 
with the provisions oj this Act, shall be in accordance with Section 1094.5 of t-. 
Code oj Civil Procedure. ':\. 
(b) In any action other than one under subsection (oj, the inquiry sha 
extend only to whether there was a prejudicial abuse of discretion. Abuse of 
discretion is established if the agency has not proceeded in a manner required Iiy 
law or if the determination or decision is not supported by substantial evidence. 
Section 4809.2. Cpon motion. a court shall award attorneys' fees and 
reasonable litigation expenses, including expert witness and consultant fees. to a 
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prevailin" party that meets the requirements of Section lU21.5 of the Code of Chil 
Procedure. 
Section 4809.3. la; /1/0 action may be brou"ht pursuant to Section 4809.1Ia; 
unless the alle"ed t,(rounds for ntJ1lcompliance with this Act u:ere presented to the 
public a"eney oraily or in writin" by any persoll. 
,bl .Vo persoll shall maintain an action IIr proceedinft, pur.fuant to Sectioll 
09.J(bl ulliess that person objected to the approwl of the project oraily or in 
·#ftin". 
(0 This section does not preclude any organization formed after the 
challenOled determirllJtiorl or decisioll from mawtainwl! all action pursuant to 
Section 4809.1(b; lfa memberofthator"anizatlon has complied u"ith .;ubsection fbi. 
(d) This section does not apply to the Attomey Gellernl. 
(e) This section does not apply u"hell there was TlO public heariTlt,( or other 
opportuII ity for member.r of the public to raise objections pnor to the approval of 
the project or u:hen the public af!,ency failed to give the notice required by Iml-'. 
Section 4809.4. (a) In addition to any other remedy avazlable at lau' or ill 
equity, any provIsion of this Act that requires or forbids a primte party to take or 
refrain from action direct/y affectinl5 the environment or human health may be 
enforced pursuant to this section. AllY person. includin" any ft,overnmental 
al5ency. who has violated. is violatinf!" or is threateninl! to vi07ate any meh 
provision may be elljoilled. alld a civil penalty may be imposed as prodded ill 
Sectioll 4809.5Ia), in allY court of competent jurisdictioll. 
(b) An action pursuallt to this section may be brouf!,ht by the Attorney 
General in the name of the People of the State of California. or by any distnct 
attorney, or by any city attorney.of a city or city and coullty havinf!, a population 
in excess of i50.000, or u'ith the cOllsent of the district attorney by any city 
attorney or city prosecutor. 
IC) An actio II pursuant to this sectioll may be broul5ht by any per-fon actinf!, In 
the public interest if' 
( 1) the action is commenced more than sixty days after the persall has giL'ell 
written IIotice of the violation which is the subject of the action to the Attorney 
General and the district attorney and any city attorney in whose jurisdiction the 
violation is allef!,ed to occur, and to the alleged violator, and 
(2) none of such public offiCials has commenced and is diligently prosecuting 
an action af!,ainst such violation. 
The limitations specified in this subsection do not apply to an action brought 
against a government agency or official. 
(d I If a public official undertakes a prosecution pursuant to the u'riften notice 
described in subdivision (C) (1), before the noticing party brin"s an actioll under 
subdivision ICi, the person who gaee the notice shall be permItted to intervene in 
the action on such terms as the Court finds appropriate. 
(e) In any civil action brought pursuant to this section any prevailing 
lintif! and inten'enor shall be entitled to share in an appropnate portion of 
'~~y civil penalty imposed. The court shall divide the portion o{ civil penalties 
":#Warded. taking into account the respectit'e contributions of the parties to the 
success of the action. An intervenor may also be awarded reasonable attorneys' 
fees ant! litigation expenses upon a finding by the court that the efforts of the 
inten'enor substantially assisted the court in reaching a just resolution of the 
case. 
Section 4809.5. lal In addition to any other perlOlty imposed by lalE. any 
person u·I/O COT/ducts. orders or directs timber operations In violation of any 
provision of this Act shall be subject to a civil penalty in an amount not to exceed 
fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) for each day of violation. In assessin? the 
amount of the fine. the court shall take into consideration all relevant 
circumstances. including, but not limited to. the extent of harm caused by rhe 
violation. the nature and persistence of the violation. the length of time or:er 
/l'hich the violation has occurred. aT/d the corrective action. if any. taken by the 
Fiolator. In addition to any other penalties imposed by law. the court may sei:;e 
and confiscate the proceeds from the sale of illegally harvested trees. Ifsaid trees 
have not yet been sold.. the court may order said trees confiscated and sold. The 
proceeds of the sale of trees pursuant to this subdivision shall be deposited into 
the Ancient Forest Protection Fund created pursuant to Article V1 of this chapter. 
(b) For any violation of this Act not specIfied in subsection (a). and in 
addition to any other penalty prot'ided by law. a civil penalty may be 
administratit'ely imposed by the Department of Fish and Game or the 
Deportment of Forestry and Fire Protection in an amount which shall not be less 
than five thousand dollars ($5.000!. nor more than ten thousand dollars 
IS10,OOO), for each violation of a seporate provision, or jlJr continuing violations 
for each day that the t'iolation continues. Jloneys recovered pursuant to this 
section shall be deposited i/lto the Ancient Forest Protection Fund. 
Section 4809.6. It shall be a misdemeanor punishable by a fine not to exceed 
one thousand dollars (Sl.000) or by imprisonment in county jail for a period not 
to exceed six months. or by both such fine and imprisonment. to Willfully re.flSt 
delay or obstruct any person or af!,ency charged with the responsibility under this 
Act to inspect survey. or inl'entory lands. ITI the eve"t (jfa continuin/( violation. 
each day during which the violation shail continue shall constitute a separate 
violation. 
Section Three. Sections 730. 731. 731.1. 7.32, 733 and 736 of the Public 
Resources Code are herebv amended to read as follows: 
Section 730. There is in the department a State Board of F orestrv. e61!sisftl!I!; 
!title ~ 1II"I"eil!ieet fi¥ Hte G6 erl!6r. Beginnin/( on janllary 15. 199/. the 
l/iard shail COTlsist of TlIne members. fit'e of whom shall be appointed by the 
~'~~vernor and four by the Lieutenant GOl·ernor. subject to confirmation b\' the 
·.enate. • 
Section 731. :1.11 members of the board shall be appointed and shail be 
selected and approved for appomtment on the basis of their educational and 
professional qualifications and their ~eneral knowled~e at. interest in .. lOd 
experience with. problems relating to watershed mana~ement I including 
hydrology and soil sciencel. forest management practices. fish :rnd wildlife. ~ 
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ifltll!tlilelflel!i. mycoloft,y. forest economics, 61' land use planning, or Native 
.1merican forest uses. More lfIelflBers 'lftttH Be ~ ftoe!fI Hte ~ ~ 
tltPee lfIelflBer.! ~ Be ~ ftoe!fI Hte ~ ~~ ttM ette 
~ ~ Be fffltft Hte ~  Jfembers of the 
Bf)ord meeting the fore{!o/Tu! qualifications shall be appointed as foliolEs: 
'111 The G"vernor shall appoint tlEO members from the general public: one 
'71ember from amonft, the Officials or employees of an incorporated orgam::.ation 
dedicated to presen'l1ll? the natural ent'ironment: one member from among the 
"fficwls or employees of all incorporated organization dedicated to Wildlife 
presermtion: and one member from the forestry or forest products industry. 
fbi The Lieutenant Gor:ernor shall appoint one member from the general 
public: one member from among the county supervisors of any of the eight 
leading timber producing counties. as determined by the State Board of 
Equalization based on timber tax revenues and federal in-lieu payments, or 
among the county supert'lsors or plannillg commissioners of any county with 
Ipecial forestry rules pursuant to Sections 4516.5 or 4516.8; one member /rom 
amonl5 timberland owners u·ho olEn 640 acres or less of timberland: and one 
member from among the officials or employees of an incorporated orgam::.ation 
one of tfie purposes of which is the acquiSItion and preservation of land for plant 
or wildlife habitat. 
'c; At _ HIfIe ~ II ~ ef Hte lfIelflBers. fteP!Ift¥ ef Hte lfIelflBers 
~ fffltft Hte ~ Be ~ w#ft it 6ffeef'~ fitttttte.tM 
 wttftttt Hte ~ ef SeeHett HQQ ef Hte C6.erl!lfIefti ~ Ht 
tiIflBerjttll!:is. AH ~ef Hteee-t~ r~I"regel!t Hte~~~ 
ApPol1ltment of Board members meeting the foregoin" qualifications shall occur 
on january 15. 1991. 
Section 731.1. The Legislature declares that some individuals appointed as 
members of the State Board of Forestry must be chosen from backgrounds in the 
~orest products Industry !IfI4 ~ ~ il!etll9ftoies in order to represent and 
turther the interests of that industry tftese il!6t19tPies and that such representation 
and furtherance serves the general public interest. as specified in Section 731. 
:\.~cordingly, the Legislature finds that, for purposes of persons who hold such 
olfice, the forest products ttM Hte ~ ~ il!ettlsiries Me industry is 
t~ntamount to and e6Mftfl:tie constitutes the public generally within the meaning 
01 Section 87103 of.the Government Code in those decisions affecting the forest 
products 61' ~ ~ lftetll9ftoies I1ldustry, unless the results of theIr actions 
taken as board members have a material financial effect on them distin~ishable 
from their effect on other members of tftetto resl"eeiio e il!6t1siries the forest 
products industry generallv. 
Section 732. Each member of the board shall hold office for four vears from 
the expiration of the term ot" his or her predecessor, except as provided in Section 
;'33. Vacancies shall be immediatelv filled bv the Governor or Lieutenant 
Go~·ernor. whoever appointed the member whose seat expired or became vacant. 
as provided in Section i31 . 
Section 733. The members first appointed to the board after enactment of the 
Forest and Wildlife Protection and Bond Act of 1990 shall classify themselves by 
lo.t so that the term of three members shall expire January 15, ~ 1993 , the term 
01 two members shall expire January 15. ~ 1994 . the term of two members shall 
expire January 15, ±w;: 1995, and the term of two members shall expire Januarv 
15. ~ 1996, except that no member, with the exception of the initial term oj' 
the two members whose terms shall expire January 15. 1996. shall serve for a term 
in excess of four years without being reappointed and confirmed bv the Senate as 
pro\ided in this article. . 
Section 736. The board shall maintain its headquarters in Sacramento and 
shall hold meetings at such times and at such places as shall be determined bv it. 
Five members of the board shall constitute a quorum for the purpose of 
transacting any business of the board. :\' majority affirmative vote of the total 
authorized membership of the board shall be necessary to adopt, amend. or 
repeal rules and regulations of the board adopted pursuant to ,\'rticle 4 
I commencing with Section 4551) of Chapter 8 of Part 2 of Division 4 or pursuallt 
to Articles 3 and 4 of Chapter 1 of Part 2.i of Division 4. All meetings of the 
board shall be open to the public. 
Section Four. Sections 731.2 and 746 are hereby added to the Public 
Resources Code to read as fo Ilows: 
Section 731.2. (al All members of the board shall represent the generai 
p,ublic interest .. Vo member of the board appointed or reappointed after the 
eJfect;,;e date of the Forest and Wildl~{e Protection and Bond Act of 1990. except 
tfie member from the forestry or forest products industry and the member from 
among timberland oU'ners who own 640 acres or less of timberland: 
( 1) may have a financial interest in timberlands or the forestry or the forest 
products industn}; 
; 2) may have had such an interest for at least five years prior to the member:, 
date of appointment to the board; and 
(3) may acquire such an interest for at least three years after his or her 
membership on the board has ended. 
I bl For purposes of this Section, "financial interest" means any interest that 
could disqualify the member, pursuant to Article 1 (commencing with Section 
~i11XJ1 of Chapter '7 of Title 9 of the Gol'ernmeTlt CodeJrom any decision that the 
board has authOrity to malee. 
SectioTl 746. If the initiative measure entitled the Environmental Protection 
Act of /9.90 is enacted durinl? the General Election of 1990. and the 
Eneironmenral Advocate referred to in Title Six of that Act is elected in the 
Ce/leral Election of 1992 or thereafter. then all authOrity or responsibilities 
lisslglled to the Lieutenant Governor in this Article shall be exercised by the 
Envirollmental Adt·ocate. 
Section Five. Section 4513 of the Public Resources Code is herebv amended to 
read as follows: . 
Se~·ti(JIl 4513. It is the intent of the Lc:~~isjllltire People to create and maintain 
.ill effective and comprehensive svstem ot regulation and use of all timberlands so 
IS to assure that:' . -
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i. 
I' 
I a I Where feasible. thE' productmt\' of timberlands is restored. enhanced. and 
mamtained. 
(b, ~ ~ &f fflllXlffltlffl mstHlfle8 I're8I!eti6f1 &f ~I~ ~ 
~~ wfttlt. ~ e8f1~ISerdh6f1 toe ~  ft! reereatiefl. 
"ater~he8.  fltftff!Ht& ~ ~ ee6H6fflie ~
effll'le'll'leHL IIHti ~ eHJ6: ffleH! The {!oal of priJmotiTlR alld marntarnrnl! 
forests that support healthy u.'atershedJ. provide habitat for wildlife and fish. 
and cOTltribute t(J blOlol!lcai dit'l'rsltu is achieved while provldiTl{: (or thc 
maximum sustarned productioll of hil!h'-quality timber products consistent with 
this goal. 
Section Six. Section 4514.3 of the Public Resources Code is hereby repealed. 
~ fft+ ~ eperllti8H~ e8H81!ete8 ~ toe ~ ~ftft'~ 
tfeHt ffte ~ 8i~ehl!r!!e re!jl!ireffle.m &f ~" !e611'1I1'1EHEIHJ!! wt#t ~ 
~&f~"&f~:;:'&fffte~~I'reii8e8,~~"1t 
eertiHEllft8H tw ffte fetiet.et bH , ir8HffleHtdi PrBteetiBH ~ tMt ffte I'rB , i~ieH~ 
&f ~ ~eBH~titl!te ~ PHllfld!ePHeHt ~ itt!' ~iI , iel!itl!re ~ toe 
~ l!Q& &f tee Water ~~:Aet-: 
4t =HIe exePHI'tiel'l eeHllliHe8 itt ~I!B8i , i~iBH ffl ~ fffif ~ wfteft ~ &f 
ffte~_ 
+it =HIe ~ ~ ~ ef wtl!!fe ~ re!jl!irell'leHt9. 
~ ~ ftf!! geett It ~ fly ffte btttfe ~ HeSBl!rm ~~ tMt 
ffte ~ ftf!! feiIee toe fftIIitttttitt tt ¥i'ttfet' ~ re~ltlt8r! ~ e8H~i9teHt wi+ft 
ffte eerftHetlft6H ~ tiHtIe!' 91!eSi , i9i8H ffi'r. 
m ~ fflBHiteriH~ Hte Wftfef-~ ~ ffflffl fifHBep el'Erllti6HS 
e6H81!ete8 itt e8PHl"lillHee wi+ft ~ ~~ ftf!! geett It ~ ~ ffte btttfe 
Water He~8I!ree~ ~ tMt e8PHl"litiHee wi+ft ~ fflaHtlli!ePHeHt ~
wettIti ~ itt ~ Wftfef-~ I'r6teeti8H fltMt  itt Wftfef-~ 
eeMreI f'It-~~ toe &oeti6ft ~ ef ffte Water ~ 
Section Seven. Section 4521 of the Public Resources Code is herebv amended 
to read as follows: . 
SectioTl 4521. C nless the context otherwise requires, the definitions set forth in 
this article aTld iTl Article II of Chapter 1 of Part 2.7. commencing with Section 
4800, shall govern the construction of this chapter and of Chapter 1 of Part 2. 'j. 
Section Eight. Section 4562.8 is hereby added to the Public Resources Code to 
read: 
Section 4562.8. III addition to the rules provided for in Section 4562.7. all 
timber operations shall comply with the follOWing minimum requirements: 
(a) No timber operations may occur that would have a Significant adverse 
effect on ILYJter quality, water temperature. fish habitat. or other beneficial uses of 
water. or that would cause damage to soil or water resources in violation of state 
or federallalL·. 
(b) Except where necessary to construct a watercourse crossing, u;ithin 100feet 
from any Class I watercourse or lake or within 5{) feet of any Class II watercourse 
or lake: 
(1) Not more than ten percent. by volume, of all trees may be removed in any 
twenty year period. 
(2) No tractors or other soil-disturbiTlg equipment may be used for the purpose 
of conducting timber operations. 
Notwithstanding subsection (b) (1), in order to retain stream canopy and 
prevent increases in stream temperature, no trees may be removed within 5{) feet 
of any Class I watercourse or lake except where necessary to construct a 
watercourse crossing. For purposes of this subsection, distances shall be measured 
hOrizontally from the bankfull elevation. defined as the elevation of the one and 
one-half (1~) year recurrence interval (low of the watercourse. 
(c) No landings may be constructed or reconstructed in. and no logs may be 
yarded into. any watercourse or lake. 
(d) No timber operations may occur and no equipment may be used or placed 
within sixty (60) feet of the periphery of any seep or spring, or that UXluld reduce 
existing canopy closure for such seep or spring. 
Section Nine. Section 4581 of the Public Resources Code is hereby amended 
to read as follows: 
Section 4581. No person shall conduct timber operations unless a timber 
harvesting plan prepared bv a registered professional forester has been submitted 
for such operations to the department pursuant to this article. Such plan shall be 
required in addition to the license required in Section 4571. No timber operations 
may be conducted pursuant to a timber harvesting plan except under the 
supervision of a registered professional forester. The registered professional 
forester shall assure that timber operations comply with the plan and with all 
applicable legal requirements. 
Section Ten. Section 4582 of the Public Resources Code is hereby amended to 
read as follows: 
Section 4582. The timber harvesting plan shall be filed with the department in 
writing by a person who owns, leaSes, or otherwise controls or operates on all or 
any portion of any timberland and who plans to harvest the timber thereon. If the 
person who files the plan is not the owner of the timberland, the person filing the 
plan shall notify the timberland owner by certified mail that the plan has been 
submitted and shall certify that mailing to the department. The plan shall be a 
public record and shall include all of the following information: 
(a) The name and address of the timber owner. 
(b) The name and address of the timber operator. 
(c) A description of the land on which the work is proposed to be done, 
including a United States Geological Survey quadrangle map or equivalent 
indicating the location of all streams, the location of all froposed and existing 
logging truck roads. and indicating boundaries of al site I classification 
timberlands to be stocked in accordance with subdivision (b) of Section 4561 and 
any other site classifications if the board establishes specific minimum stocking 
standards for other site classifications. 
I d) A description of the silvicultural methods to be applied, including the type 
of logging equipment to be used. 
(e) An outline of the methods to be used to avoid e.{ee~~i , e aeeelePllte8 
erosion from timber operations toe Be eBH81!ete8 ¥fflftift ffte I'P6l1iHlttj et It !ttreIIftt . 
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!fl Special proVISIOns. if any. to protect any uniaue (m{!iic. or sel/sUit·c a rem. 
iTlciudlTlc Tlativc A lIIericaTl cultural sites. tH'ett' w{thin the area of timber 
operatIOns. 
I g I The expected dates of commencement and completion of timber 
operations. 
(hi A certificatIOn by the registered profeSSional forester preparing the plan 
that he or she 6¥ It ~ has personalh' inspected the plan area. J 
ii) ATlY studies. research. or other site-specific lTlformatioTl re{!ard1ll2 
e:(lStence of dependent wildlife species: as defiTled itl Secti(J11 48OJle!. iTl the aT, 
subject to the plan 
(j) The total volume of timber, aTld the total volume of mature timber. that 
lL'ill be 10f?ged. 
(k I Any other information the board provides by regulation to meet its rules 
and the standards of this chapter and Chapter 1 of Part 2. 'j. 
Section Eleven. Section 4582.7 of the Public Resources Code is amended to 
read: 
Section 4582.7. The director shall have 60 ~ ~ ffflffl Hte tifttt. ffte ~ 
iH~I'eeti8H " e811'11'iete8 6f; Ht Hte e¥eftt Hte 8eterPHiHeS tftftt Hte 
iH91'eeti8H tteeft ~ Be fHtIfte; ~ days from the date of filing, Il5 ~ itt 
~ 4694; or a longer period mutually agreed upon bv the director and the 
person submitting the timber harvesting plan, to review the plan w tftltt. ~ 
eefflPHeHt9. MteI' ffte iHiti;tI ~ w ~ eBP'IIlI'IeHt ~ ~ ~ ffte 
tiireetef. ~ ftwe ttt' toe -HI ~ 6¥ It ~ ~  ~ 
ttt'6ft ~ ffte ~w ffte ~ ~I!BPHittiH!l Hte ~ toe ~ ffte ~ 
~ ft! ~ reeefflPHeH8t1ti6H~ W fflift~tlti6H ~et ~ ~ toe 
itt ~ ft! ffte ~ ~ w to determine if ffte ~ it is in 
conformance with all lellal requirements ffte ~ W pej!!l!lati6H9 et ffte ~ 
tttte wifft tftt! ~~ If the director determines that the plan is not in 
conformance with all legal requirements ffte ~ w pe!ltHatieHs &f ffte ~ 6¥ 
wi+ft ~ ~ , the director shall return the plan. stating his or her reasons itt 
~ and advising the person submitting the plan of the person's right to a 
hearing before the board; w ftrHgep 611ertlti6Hs ~ fffif e8PHPHeHee . A person 
to whom a plan is returned may, within 10 davs from the receipt of the plan. 
request of the board a public hearing before the board. The board shall schedule a 
public hearing to review the plan to determine if it is in conformance with all 
legal requirementstfte ~ w re~ltlftBHs ef tfte ~w ~~ ~
BllePtlftBH9 ~ 8weit ~ ~ &f tfte ~. Board action shall occur within 
aG 45 days from the filing of the appeal, or a longer period mutually agreed upon 
by the board and the person filing the appeal. If the plan is not approved on 
appeal to the board, the plan may be found to be in conformance bv the director 
within 10 days of board action, provided the plan is brought into full conformance 
with all legal requirements Hte ~ tttte P:ti8H~ &f Hte ~ tttte ~ 
~. if ffte ftireetep ftee! fffif /let ¥fflftift l?e _, 6P II ~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~ ffte tiireetef. 11M tfte ~ ~l!ePHittiH!l Hte ~ stir , e~tiH~ 
~~ 6crSft6M tftt!lo' e611'lfHe8ee  ffl tfte ~ w!tll t 8 , i~i8H e 
ffte. ~ feIIewee II! ~ itt ~ ~ Final approva of the,. l. 
by the director or the board shall be accompanied by a response to significa4 
environmental points raised during the review process. No timber operations oJ 
any kind. including but not limited to road construction, may commence prior to 
thirty (30) days after final approval of the plan by the director or the board. 
Section Twelve. Sections 4582.71 through 4582.76, inclusive, are hereby added 
to the Public Resources Code as follows: 
Section 4582.71. (a) The Department of Fish and Game shall inspect the area 
in which timber operatiOns are to be conducted and sha// determine, within the 
60 day retJiew period. whether the timber harvesting plan proposes any timber 
operations within an ancient forest, as defined in Section 4803(a). The 
Department shall also identify any seeps, springs, wetlands, or other habitats that 
may be sensitive to timber operations. If the person submitting the plan refuses to 
allow the Department reasonable access to the property to make such an 
inspection, the plan shall be denied. 
(b) (1) Notwithstanding Article 5 oj Chapter 4.5 of Division 1 of Title i of the 
Government Code or other applicable laws, if the Department determines that 
the plan proposes timber operations within an ancient forest, the timber 
haroesting plan review process sha// be suspended, and the ancient forest shall be 
referred to the Wildlife Conservation Board to be considered for acquisition 
pursuant to Section 4806. 
(2) Subsection (1) shall not apply if the Department determines, in writing, 
that an ancient forest would be a low priority for acquisition, based on all of the 
factors set forth in Section 4806.5. Such a determination, and the reasons therefor, 
shall be included in a response to significant enr;ironmental points raised. 
Section 4582.72. If the Wildlife Conseroation Board decides not to acquire an 
ancient forest referred pursuant to Section 4582.71 (b) (1), the director sha// 
proceed to review the timber harvesting plan pursuant to this Article; provided, 
howel}(!r, that the full 60 day review period specified in Section 4582.7 sha// 
recommence on the date of the Wildlife Conseroation Board's decision. 
Section 4582.73. The Department of Fish and Game shall review anI! timber 
harvesting plan that proposes timber operations within an ancient forest to 
determine possible adverse impacts on dependent wildlife species, as aefined in 
Section 4803(e). This authority supplements, and does not supersede, the 
Department of Fish and Game's existing authority to retJiew timber haroesting 
plans. The Department of Fish and Game may conduct site inspections or studies ; 
iTl order to exercise its authority under this Section. I 
Section 4582.74. In reviewing timber harvesting plans the Department ofP 
and Game may recommend mitigation measures that, based on the best availa~ 
biological data, are reasonably necessary in order to prevent or reduce possi • 
harm to wildlife, including but not limited to dependent Wildlife species. or t. 
establish potential habitat for such species. Such mitigation measures may 
include, but are not limited to, site-specific requirements that IiI}(! trees, snags, or 
dead and down wood be retained on the site, or general requirements established 
pursuant to Section 4806. 12(b). Any plan that fails to incorporate such mitigation 
measures sha// not be approved. 
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Section 4582:76. Sections 4582.7f1b) and 4582.i2 shall become inoperatire 
when the AIlClent Forest Protection Fund terminates. as provIded III Sectioll 
-1807.8. 
Section Thirteen. Section 4582.i5 of the Public R~sources Code is herebv 
repealed. 
~ ~ ~ ~ 6¥ HIe ~ ~ Be HIe ~ eflteM efll!,iBleEi 
1rn~ ~ w.ftett pe ,Ie .. iftg ~ RtlP,e~iiftg ~ ffi ~ 
~ion Fourteen. Section 4582.9 is herebv added to the Public Resources 
Code to read as follows: . 
Section 4582.9. Fees. Within six months of the ejfectit-e date of this Act. the 
Department of Forestry and Fire Protection. the Board of Forestr,!. the 
Department of Fish and Game. alld the Regional I~'ilter Qrwlity Control Boards 
shall adopt fee schedules to cover their reasonable prol!,ram costs in renewing 
timber han'esting plalls or takinl!, any other action reqUITed by this chapter I)r 
Chapter 1 of Part 2. i pertaining to the reciew of a timber harvestilli< plan. EL'e'll 
person submittinlf a timber harvestinl!, plall shall pay the fees imposed by said 
schedules to such a[;{encies. Fees shall increase ill proportIOn to both the timber 
miume proposed to be removed and to the acreal;e of land upon I.ell/ch timber IS 
proposed to be han·ested. 
Section Fifteen. Section 4583.5 of the Public Resources Code is hereb\' 
amended to read as follows: . 
Section 4583.5. If the board finds that the registered professionai forester has 
made anv material misstatement in the filing of any timber harvesting plan. 
sustained yield ulan or report under this chapter or Chapter 1 of Part 2. i, or has 
failed to comply with Section -1581. it shall take disciplinarv action against him or 
her as provided under Section 7i5. 
Section Sixteen. Section 4650.1 of the Public Resources Code is amended to 
read: 
Section 4650.1. la) :'Iiotwithstanding any other provision of law. timber from 
state forests shall not be sold to any primary manufacturer. or to any person for 
resale to a primary manufacturer, who Iftftlte!t does either of the follOWing; 
(1) l¥.!e ef ~ Uses that timber at any plant not located within the Gnited 
States, unless it is sav.ll on four sides to dimensions not greater than 4 inches by 
12 inches. 
(2) Sells any logs harvested from private timberlands in California for foreign 
export or processes those logs at manufacturing facilities located outside the 
Ullited States. 
(b) :\ny purchaser of timber from state forests who maKes use of ~ timber 
in violation of ~ ~ paragraph (1) of subdivision (a I 'iltttH Be IS prohibited 
from purchasing state forest timber for a period of five years and may have his or 
her license suspended for a period of up to six months. 
Ie) The derartment may adopt appropriate regulations to prevent the 
substitution 0 timber from state forests tor timber exported from private 
~berlands. 
( - ' . ., Section Seventeen. Section 10295.5 is added to the Public Contract Code. to 
(, ~ad: 
Section 10295.5. (aj The State of California shall not purchase lumber or 
other forest productr from any person or corporation. or from any mallufacturer 
who obtains timber or other forest products from any person or corporation. 
u:hich sellf lo/l.s harvested within the state for foreign export or processes timber 
harvested within the state at facilities located outride of the [inited States. 
(b) The State of California shallllOt eTlter into any comract the performance 
of which requITes any contractor thereto to purchase lumber or other forest 
products. unless such contract provides that such contractorfhall not purchase 
lllmber or other forest products from any person or corporation. or from any 
mallufacturer who obtains timber or other forest products from any person or 
corporation. which sells lo/l.s harvested within the State for forei,?11 export or 
processes timber harvested within the state at facilities located outside of the 
(jllited States. 
'CI The Department of Gelleral Senices shall ret'ise its procedures and 
procurement specifications fliT state purchases of lllmber alld other forest 
products to ensure compliance with this Section. 
Section Eighteen. Section 12650.1 is hereby added to the Government Code. 
to read: 
Section 12650.1. The term "services." as used ill !:lection 12650Ia), is defined to 
inelude a request for the exercise of gOL'emmental authority. such liS the issuance. 
continuatioTl. or approval of a permit. ineluding but Ilot limited to the approwl 
of a timber han'esting plan pursuant to Section 4.582.i of the Public Resources 
Code. 
Section :'Iiineteen. Liberal Interpretation. The provisions of this :\ct shall be 
liberallv interpreted in order to give effect to its purposes. 
Section Twenty. Severability. If any provision of this Act or the application 
thereof to any person or circumstances is held invalid or unconstitutional. such 
invaliditv or unconstitutionality shall not affect other provisions or applications of 
this :\ct which can be given effect without the invalid or unconstitutional 
provision or application, and to this end the provisions of this Act are severable. 
Section Twenty-One. Existing Laws and Regulations. :'Iiothing in this .\ct shall 
be interrreted to affect regulations adopted pursuant to Sections 4.516, 4516.5. and 
~516.8 0 the Public Resources Code that are stricter than the minimum standards 
set forth or authorized in this Act. 
Section Twenty-Two. Conflicting Law. In the event that this measure and 
another measure or measures which would in whole or in part affect forest 
practices or authorize issuance of bonds for the purpose of acquiring ancient 
forests or redwoods appear on the ballot at the election of :'Iiovember 6, 1990, and 
this measure receives a greater number of affirmative votes than said other 
measures, proceeds of anv bond sale authorized bv said other measure for the 
purpose of acquiring ancient forests or redwoods shall be deposited into the 
Ancient Forest Protection Fund created in Article VI of Section Two of this 
measure, and this measure shall prevail to the extent of anv contlict between the 
measures. In the event that said other measure or measures shall receive a 
greater number of affirmative votes than this measure, the provisions of this 
measure take effect to the extent permitted by applicable law. This measure is 
Inconsistent with all of the terms of the Global Warming and Clearcutting 
Reduction. Wildlife Protection and Reforestation .\ct of 1990 and the 
Reforestatic!1, Wildlife and Timber Management Act of 1990. If this initiative and 
either of said measures pass by majorities voting thereon and this measure 
receives a greater number of affirmative votes than said other measures .. then saId 
other measures shall be of no force and effect. 
Section Twenty.Three. Amendment. This Act may be amended by statute. 
passed in each house by roll-call vote entered into the journal, two-thirds of the 
membership concurring, and signed by the Governor, if at least twelve days prior 
to passage in each house the bill in its final form has been distributed to the news 
media and to every person who has requested that copies of such legislation be 
sent to him or her: provided, however, that any such amendment shall further the 
purposes and intent of this Act; and further pro\ided that the Legislature may not 
reallocate any funds authorized by this Act or amend. revoke. or repeal .\rticle 
VIII of Chapter I of Part 2.7 of Division 4 of the Public Resources Code in anv 
respect. . 
Proposition 131: Text of Proposed Law 
This initiative measure is submitted to the people in accordance with the 
provisions of Article II. Section 8 of the Constitution. 
This initiative measure expressly amends the Constitution by amending 
sections thereof, amends. repeals, and adds sections to the Government Code: 
amends sections of the Insurance Code: and adds and repeals sections of the 
Revenue and Taxation Code; therefore, existing provisions proposed to be deleted 
are printed in ~ ~ and new provisions proposed to be added are 
printed in italic type to indicate that they are new. 
PROPOSED LAW 
TITLE 1. 
FINDINGS .\ND PURPOSE 
SECTION I. This measure shall be known as "The Clean Government 
Initiative ". 
SECfION 2. Findings and Purposes. 
The people of the State of California find and declare: 
(a) California governmental institutions are undergoing a crisis in confidence. 
Comprehensive reform is necessary to restore public confidence in the integritv 
of elected officials, to ensure that governmental decisionmakers are beholden to 
the public interest, rather than the special interests. to strengthen the 
enforcement of existing laws prohibitin\t government officials from conducting 
public business III private and engaging in activities or having interests which 
conflict with the proper discharge of their duties and responsibilities, and to 
re-invigorate the electoral and political processes; 
'" (bl Electoral competition has declined so dramatically that state officials. once It .ected, hold virtuallv a life-time lock on state oifice, with the result that citizen 
-Interest and participation in the political process have dropped to record low 
levels. Limitations on consecutive service in the same elective oifice must be 
imposed in order to infuse competition into the electoral process and new ide:lS 
into Ilovernmental decisionmaking: 
'. c I Campaign spending for elective offices has escalated to dani(erous levels. 
forcing manv candidates and officeholders to raise enormous amounts oi money 
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from interest groups with a specific financial stake in matters before government 
officials and creating the public perception that elected officers' votes and 
decisions are improperly influenced by large monetary contributions: 
Id) Candidates and officeholders must be pro~ided with a neutral source of 
campaign financing, one that is tied to their ability to attract support from 
electoral constituents, so that they need not be entirely dependent upon wealthv. 
~pecial-interest contributors to raise enough money to communicate their views 
to the public: 
: e I Because the acceptance of gifts and honoraria by public officials raises 
legitimate concerns over undue intluence of wealthy private interests and the 
potential misuse of office for personal financial gain. the receipt of gifts and 
honoraria should be restricted and limited to those situations in which the 
likelihood of any conflict of interest arising is extremely remote: 
.: f) The assets and income of all elected state officials should be adequately 
disclosed and in appropriate circumstances the officials should be disqualitled 
from acting so as to avoid potential conflicts of interest between their private 
financial interest and the broader public interest; 
I g ) Former state government officials should be restricted from returning to 
lobby their former agencies or those with whom they exerted significant 
influence so that the credibility and independence of the government's 
decisionmaking process are protected from undue intluence: 
Ih) State officials stand in a fiduciary relationship with the public and must 
confine their use of public funds to those public purposes authorized by law; and 
Ii) Existing enforcemem mechanisms must be strengthened to provide better 
coordination of investigations and prosecutions of allegations of public corruption. 
and the public must be assured that prosecutorial deCisions are not influenced by 
political or other improper considerations. 
ij) The people's right to enact legislation through the initiative process 
[lrovides th~ ultimate check on the accountability of public officials .. \ccor~ingly. 
the people s nght to Imtlate legislation govermng the ethical conduct of their 
elected representatives must be preserved and jealously safe~arded. 
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